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New therapy targets gut bacteria to prevent and reverse food allergies 

 

Brigham and Women's Hospital 

Summary: 

A new study identifies the species of bacteria in the human infant gut that protect against food allergies, 

finding changes associated with the development of food allergies and an altered immune response. 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

Bacteria illustration (stock image). 

Credit: © Maksym Yemelyanov / Adobe Stock 

A new study identifies the species of bacteria in the human infant gut that protect against food allergies, 

finding changes associated with the development of food allergies and an altered immune response. 

Every three minutes, a food-related allergic reaction sends someone to the emergency room in the U.S. 

Currently, the only way to prevent a reaction is for people with food allergies to completely avoid the food to 

which they are allergic. Researchers are actively seeking new treatments to prevent or reverse food allergies 

in patients. Recent insights about the microbiome -- the complex ecosystem of microorganisms that live in the 

https://stock.adobe.com/
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gut and other body sites -- have suggested that an altered gut microbiome may play a pivotal role in the 

development of food allergies. A new study, led by investigators from Brigham and Women's Hospital and 

Boston Children's Hospital, identifies the species of bacteria in the human infant gut that protect against food 

allergies, finding changes associated with the development of food allergies and an altered immune response. 

In preclinical studies in a mouse model of food allergy, the team found that giving an enriched oral 

formulation of five or six species of bacteria found in the human gut protected against food allergies and 

reversed established disease by reinforcing tolerance of food allergens. The team's results are published 

in Nature Medicine. 

"This represents a sea change in our approach to therapeutics for food allergies," said co-senior author Lynn 

Bry, MD, PhD, director of the Massachusetts Host-Microbiome Center at the Brigham. "We've identified the 

microbes that are associated with protection and ones that are associated with food allergies in patients. If we 

administer defined consortia representing the protective microbes as a therapeutic, not only can we prevent 

food allergies from happening, but we can reverse existing food allergies in preclinical models. With these 

microbes, we are resetting the immune system." 

The research team conducted studies in both humans and preclinical models to understand the key bacterial 

species involved in food allergies. The team repeatedly collected fecal samples every four to six months from 

56 infants who developed food allergies, finding many differences when comparing their microbiota to 98 

infants who did not develop food allergies. Fecal microbiota samples from infants with or without food 

allergies were transplanted into mice who were sensitized to eggs. Mice who received microbiota from 

healthy controls were more protected against egg allergy than those who received microbiota from the infants 

with food allergies. 

Using computational approaches, researchers analyzed differences in the microbes of children with food 

allergies compared to those without in order to identify microbes associated with protection or food allergies 

in patients. The team tested to see if orally administering protective microbes to mice could prevent the 

development of food allergies. They developed two consortia of bacteria that were protective. Two separate 

consortia of five or six species of bacteria derived from the human gut that belong to species within the 

Clostridiales or the Bacteroidetes could suppress food allergies in the mouse model, fully protecting the mice 

and keeping them resistant to egg allergy. Giving other species of bacteria did not provide protection. 

"It's very complicated to look at all of the microbes in the gut and make sense of what they may be doing in 

food allergy, but by using computational approaches, we were able to narrow in on a specific group of 

microbes that are associated with a protective effect," said co-first author Georg Gerber, MD, PhD, MPH, co-

director of the Massachusetts Host-Microbiome Center and chief of the Division of Computational Pathology 

in the Department of Pathology at the Brigham. "Being able to drill down from hundreds of microbial species 

to just five or six or so has implications for therapeutics and, from a basic science perspective, means that we 

can start to figure out how these specific bacteria are conferring protection." 

To understand how the bacteria species might be influencing food allergy susceptibility, the team also looked 

at immunological changes, both in the human infants and in mice. They found that the Clostridiales and 

Bacteroidetes consortia targeted two important immunological pathways and stimulated specific regulatory T 

cells, a class of cells that modulate the immune system, changing their profile to promote tolerant responses 

instead of allergic responses. These effects were found both in the pre-clinical models and also found to occur 

in human infants. 

The new approach represents a marked contrast to oral immunotherapy, a strategy that aims to increase the 

threshold for triggering an allergic reaction by giving an individual small but increasing amounts of a food 

allergen. Unlike this approach, the bacteriotherapy changes the immune system's wiring in an allergen-
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independent fashion, with potential to broadly treat food allergies rather than desensitizing an individual to a 

specific allergen. 

"When you can get down to a mechanistic understanding of what microbes, microbial products, and targets on 

the patient side are involved, not only are you doing great science, but it also opens up the opportunity for 

finding a better therapeutic and a better diagnostic approach to disease. With food allergies, this has given us 

a credible therapeutic that we can now take forward for patient care," said Bry. 

Bry and Gerber, along with senior author Talal Chatila, MD, of Boston Children's Hospital, are founders and 

have equity in ConsortiaTX, a company that is developing a live human biotherapeutic product (CTX-944). 

(Co-senior author Rima Rachid, MD, of Boston Children's Hospital, also has equity in the company.) 

ConsortiaTX is preparing for a Phase 1b trial in pediatric food allergy, followed by expansion into additional 

allergic diseases. ConsortiaTX has obtained an exclusive global license to the intellectual property related to 

the microbial discoveries published in the Nature Medicine paper. 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by Brigham and Women's Hospital. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Azza Abdel-Gadir, Emmanuel Stephen-Victor, Georg K. Gerber, Magali Noval Rivas, Sen Wang, 

Hani Harb, Leighanne Wang, Ning Li, Elena Crestani, Sara Spielman, William Secor, Heather Biehl, 

Nicholas Dibendetto, Xiaoxi Dong, Dale T. Umetsu, Lynn Bry, Rima Rachid, Talal A. 

Chatila. Microbiota therapy acts via a regulatory T cell MyD88/RORγt pathway to suppress food 

allergy. Nature Medicine, 2019; DOI: 10.1038/s41591-019-0461-z 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190624111545.htm  

https://www.brighamandwomens.org/about-bwh/newsroom/press-releases-detail?id=3352
http://www.brighamandwomens.org/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41591-019-0461-z
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190624111545.htm
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Bizarre celestial object spotted is one of the rarest in the galaxy 

SPACE 

 

Michael Irving 

 

 

 

A white dwarf star, which is at the heart of the strange new object(Credit: NASA, ESA, H. Bond (STScI) and 

M. Barstow (University of Leicester)) 

VIEW GALLERY - 3 IMAGES 

The cosmos is full of strange things, like planets made of diamond, mysterious radio bursts and quasars that 

shine with the light of 600 trillion Suns. Now astronomers have spotted a bizarre star that may prove to be one 

of the rarest objects ever, with maybe as few as five or six of them in the galaxy. 

The object in question is known as J005311, located in the constellation Cassiopeia about 10,000 light-years 

from Earth. Found in images from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) satellite, J005311 is a 

https://newatlas.com/space/
https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy#gallery
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy#gallery
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy#gallery
https://newatlas.com/diamond-planet/19630/
https://newatlas.com/brightest-fast-radio-burst-detected/53812/
https://newatlas.com/brightest-quasar-600-trillion-suns/58020/
https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22 083440 Other Daily Basic 2019-05-22 083841 Placental stem cells found to regenerate heart cells after heart attack&utm_content=2019-05-22 083440 Other Daily Basic 2019-05-22 083841 Placental stem cells found to regenerate heart cells after heart attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre celestial object spotted is one of the rarest in the galaxy#gallery
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bright star nestled inside a gas nebula, which seems to be emitting only infrared radiation and no visible light. 

That's quite a strange combination, which prompted the team to look into its origins. 

 

 

 

 

By analyzing the spectrum of the radiation coming off the nebula and the star, the team found that the object 

is even weirder than it appears. It has no hydrogen nor helium, and the star in the center is some 40,000 times 

brighter than the Sun. Stranger still, it was producing an incredibly strong stellar wind – a zippy 16,000 km 

(10,000 mi) per second. For reference, the fastest stellar winds coming off hot, huge stars usually top out at 

about 2,000 km (1,200 mi) per second. 

The most likely explanation for all this weirdness is that J005311 is the result of two long-dead stars that 

merged and reignited. These stars would have been born very Sun-like, but then shrunk and cooled into white 

dwarfs after they'd burned off all their hydrogen and helium. Only then would they have merged into one 

white dwarf, which then boosts their mass high enough to kick-start the stellar furnace again, this time fusing 

heavier elements. 

https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy#p571242
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy#p571242
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22 083440 Other Daily Basic 2019-05-22 083841 Placental stem cells found to regenerate heart cells after heart attack&utm_content=2019-05-22 083440 Other Daily Basic 2019-05-22 083841 Placental stem cells found to regenerate heart cells after heart attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre celestial object spotted is one of the rarest in the galaxy#p571243
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This merged white dwarf accounts for the lack of hydrogen and helium, and the extreme brightness. As for 

the high-speed winds, it's believed that merged white dwarfs have very strong rotating magnetic fields, which 

would act like a turbine that accelerates the wind. 

 

 

 

But perhaps the most intriguing thing about this object is that it defied the odds to be born in the first place. 

"Such an event is extremely rare," says Götz Gräfener, corresponding author of the study. "There are probably 

not even half a dozen such objects in the Milky Way, and we have discovered one of them." 

It turns out that J005311 might not just be rare in space – it's rare in time. The team believes that the two 

white dwarfs collided only a few thousand years ago – the blink of an eye, cosmically-speaking – and the 

resulting star probably only has that long left to live. Once it fuses the remaining elements into iron, it will 

collapse under its own gravity. This will be accompanied by a supernova explosion and leave a neutron star 

behind at its core. 

The research was published in the journal Nature. 

Source: University of Bonn via Phys.org 
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https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy
https://newatlas.com/rarest-celestial-object-white-dwarf-merger/59786/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Bizarre%20celestial%20object%20spotted%20is%20one%20of%20the%20rarest%20in%20the%20galaxy
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Poem 

by Imants Ziedonis 
Issue no. 172 (Winter 2004) 

from Epiphanies 

          Along with the moths tonight, love runs into the windowpane. 

         (“Turn off the light or we’ll have no peace.”) 

         No, not love, a mere inkling; love itself is beyond reach. Far 

away, deep in the river fish lie sleeping tonight. Across the river the 

waves run the opposite way. 

         We are far from each other. Like north and south branches of a 

birch. What wind must come to bring us together? 

         We are the doors at the opposite ends of a barn. And through 

the barn a draft courses. 

         Love lies unreachable beneath your house. To reach it, the whole 

house must be razed. Will you leave this to others or do it yourself? 

         It seemed simple: along with the moths, love at the window. 

Simple and near. As if we were birds and sang in the treetops. 

         But love is in roots, and deep in the river where fish lie sleeping. 

         Like an inkling a petal flies past. 

 

— translated from the Latvian by Bitite Vinklers 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=48df4e2795&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=48df4e2795&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=48df4e2795&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=48df4e2795&e=d538c8f2e0
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Could coffee be the secret to fighting obesity? 

 

University of Nottingham 

Summary: 

Scientists have discovered that drinking a cup of coffee can stimulate 'brown fat', the body's own fat-fighting 

defenses, which could be the key to tackling obesity and diabetes. 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

Coffee (stock image). 

Credit: © dimakp / Adobe Stock 

Scientists from the University of Nottingham have discovered that drinking a cup of coffee can stimulate 

'brown fat', the body's own fat-fighting defenses, which could be the key to tackling obesity and diabetes. 

The pioneering study, published today in the journal Scientific Reports, is one of the first to be carried out in 

humans to find components which could have a direct effect on 'brown fat' functions, an important part of the 

human body which plays a key role in how quickly we can burn calories as energy. 

https://stock.adobe.com/
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Brown adipose tissue (BAT), also known as brown fat, is one of two types of fat found in humans and other 

mammals. Initially only attributed to babies and hibernating mammals, it was discovered in recent years that 

adults can have brown fat too. Its main function is to generate body heat by burning calories (opposed to 

white fat, which is a result of storing excess calories). 

People with a lower body mass index (BMI) therefore have a higher amount of brown fat. 

Professor Michael Symonds, from the School of Medicine at the University of Nottingham who co-directed 

the study said: "Brown fat works in a different way to other fat in your body and produces heat by burning 

sugar and fat, often in response to cold. Increasing its activity improves blood sugar control as well as 

improving blood lipid levels and the extra calories burnt help with weight loss. However, until now, no one 

has found an acceptable way to stimulate its activity in humans. 

"This is the first study in humans to show that something like a cup of coffee can have a direct effect on our 

brown fat functions. The potential implications of our results are pretty big, as obesity is a major health 

concern for society and we also have a growing diabetes epidemic and brown fat could potentially be part of 

the solution in tackling them." 

The team started with a series of stem cell studies to see if caffeine would stimulate brown fat. Once they had 

found the right dose, they then moved on to humans to see if the results were similar. 

The team used a thermal imaging technique, which they'd previously pioneered, to trace the body's brown fat 

reserves. The non-invasive technique helps the team to locate brown fat and assess its capacity to produce 

heat. 

"From our previous work, we knew that brown fat is mainly located in the neck region, so we were able to 

image someone straight after they had a drink to see if the brown fat got hotter," said Professor Symonds. 

"The results were positive and we now need to ascertain that caffeine as one of the ingredients in the coffee is 

acting as the stimulus or if there's another component helping with the activation of brown fat. We are 

currently looking at caffeine supplements to test whether the effect is similar. 

Once we have confirmed which component is responsible for this, it could potentially be used as part of a 

weight management regime or as part of glucose regulation programme to help prevent diabetes." 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by University of Nottingham. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Ksenija Velickovic, Declan Wayne, Hilda Anaid Lugo Leija, Ian Bloor, David E. Morris, James 

Law, Helen Budge, Harold Sacks, Michael E. Symonds, Virginie Sottile. Caffeine exposure induces 

browning features in adipose tissue in vitro and in vivo. Scientific Reports, 2019; 9 (1) 

DOI: 10.1038/s41598-019-45540-1 

 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190624111622.htm 

https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/news/brown-fat-and-coffee
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-45540-1
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190624111622.htm
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From “Praise to Aphrodite” 

by Marina Tsvetayeva 
Issue no. 26 (Summer-Fall 1961) 

No more so rich are the gifts of the gods. 

On the shores of a different river now 

Through wide and widening sunset gates 

The doves of Venus fly away 

And I, stretched out on the cooling sand, 

Soon into numberless days shall go forth. 

Like a snake looking back at his old bright skin, 

I have outgrown my youth. 

 

                                        —Translated by Olga Carlisle 

  

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5f157eb785&e=d538c8f2e0  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5f157eb785&e=d538c8f2e0
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A Partially Submerged Train Car Provides a Dramatic Entrance to Frankfurt’s Bockenheimer Warte 

Subway Station 

 

KATE SIERZPUTOWSKI 

 

via Reddit 

Subway stations are typically just a means to an end, simple structures that allow a large overflow of 

commuters to enter and exit at will. It is less common for the design to be a destination in itself, like the 

popular Bockenheimer Warte subway entrance in Frankfurt, Germany. The station, erected in 1986, was built 

to look as if an old tram car had crash landed into the sidewalk that surrounds the station. The entrance was 

designed by the architect Zbigniew Peter Pininski who was inspired by René Magritte surrealist paintings. 

Although slightly dark, the work does have a hint of magical realism, making riders feel as if they are arriving 

at Platform 9 3/4 rather than just another subway stop in Frankfurt. (via My Modern Met) 

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/bockenheimer-warte-subway-station/
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/bockenheimer-warte-subway-station/
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/about/#kate
https://www.reddit.com/r/DesignPorn/comments/c6qrzi/subway_station_in_frankfurt_made_to_look_like_its/
https://www.harrypotterplatform934.com/pages/about-platform-934
https://mymodernmet.com/bockenheimer-warte-subway-station-frankfurt/?utm_source=feedly&utm_medium=webfeeds
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Via @MojoBeast 

https://twitter.com/MojoBeastLP/status/813368653974564865
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Via Andra Moclinda-Bucuţa 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/andra_mb/3319350517/
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Via Yasuo-Nanashi 

 

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/bockenheimer-warte-subway-

station/?mc_cid=df194e1128&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f  

https://www.deviantart.com/yasuo-nanashi/art/Subway-Station-Bockenheimer-Warte-760304653
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/bockenheimer-warte-subway-station/?mc_cid=df194e1128&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/bockenheimer-warte-subway-station/?mc_cid=df194e1128&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f
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Study suggests marijuana-derived CBD can play a role in treating heroin addiction 

MEDICAL 

 

Rich Haridy 

 

 

 

 

A study has found CBD reduced a person's cravings for heroin and anxiety associated with the 

addiction(Credit: kaiskynet@gmail.com/Depositphotos) 

A preliminary study from researchers at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai suggests cannabidiol, or 

CBD, can reduce cravings and anxiety in subjects with a history of heroin use. The study doesn't imply CBD 

alone can help break an opioid addiction but instead points to the marijuana ingredient acting as a tool to help 

reduce cravings in those struggling with heroin addiction. 

https://newatlas.com/medical/
https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://newatlas.com/heroin-opioid-marijuana-cbd-cravings-anxiety/59787/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Study%20suggests%20marijuana-derived%20CBD%20can%20play%20a%20role%20in%20treating%20heroin%20addiction#gallery
https://newatlas.com/heroin-opioid-marijuana-cbd-cravings-anxiety/59787/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Study%20suggests%20marijuana-derived%20CBD%20can%20play%20a%20role%20in%20treating%20heroin%20addiction#gallery
https://depositphotos.com/263519016/stock-photo-cannabis-essential-oil-capsules-cannabis.html
https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://newatlas.com/heroin-opioid-marijuana-cbd-cravings-anxiety/59787/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22 083440 Other Daily Basic 2019-05-22 083841 Placental stem cells found to regenerate heart cells after heart attack&utm_content=2019-05-22 083440 Other Daily Basic 2019-05-22 083841 Placental stem cells found to regenerate heart cells after heart attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign Monitor&utm_term=Study suggests marijuana-derived CBD can play a role in treating heroin addiction#gallery
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The small, but rigorous, trial recruited 42 former heroin users, all currently reporting as drug-free. The trial 

explored whether doses of CBD altered users' psychological and physiological responses when confronted 

with drug-related cues such as a video showing heroin-related paraphernalia. 

Subjects were administered one of two different strengths of CBD solution, or a placebo. They were then 

shown two short videos, one consisting of neutral scenes of nature, and the other filled with cues designed to 

trigger heroin cravings. A number of different measures were used to record the subjects' responses to the 

video cues, from self-reported senses of anxiety and drug cravings, to physiological signs such as skin 

temperature, blood pressure, heart rate, and cortisol levels in saliva. 

The tests were repeated daily for three days, with the subjects' responses to the cues tracked across the test 

days and then again a week after the final CBD treatment. The results were compelling, with the CBD groups 

showing significant reductions across all measured responses compared to the placebo group. The CBD 

particularly reduced salivary cortisol levels and heart rate responses to the drug-associated video cues. Even 

more importantly, the effects seemed to hold for at least the seven days following the final CBD dose. 

PUBLICIDAD 

Needless to say, there are significant limitations in how we can interpret these results. The study focused on 

subjects with well-managed addictions so it is unclear how useful CBD would be for a person acutely 

suffering from a relapse. The trial was also conducted over a very short time frame with no indication as to if 

CBD has any tangible effect on whether a person would relapse over time in real-world conditions. 

However, these limitations do not detract from the value of the research. There is a significant volume of 

observational study showing a correlation between cannabis legalization and reduced opioid consumption. 

This new randomized control trial does offer a clue to help explain those epidemiological studies. If CBD 

does indeed effectively help reduce opioid cravings and anxiety then it certainly would explain the 

observation that when US states legalize marijuana, either medicinal or recreational, a drop in opioid 

prescriptions can be subsequently seen. 

Yasmin Hurd, first author on the new research and director of the Addiction Institute at Mount Sinai, suggests 

this study paves the way for exciting new pathways into better understanding what brain mechanisms 

contribute to addiction relapses, and one of the team's follow-up studies is homing in on the brain mechanisms 

that CBD influences. Hurd also notes that if the results from this study can be further verified in wider trials, 

CBD could become a useful tool to help doctors better treat those subjects trying to move past opioid 

addiction. 

"Our findings indicate that CBD holds significant promise for treating individuals with heroin use disorder," 

says Hurd. "A successful non-opioid medication would add significantly to the existing addiction medication 

toolbox to help reduce the growing death toll, enormous health care costs, and treatment limitations imposed 

by stringent government regulations amid this persistent opioid epidemic." 

The new study was published in The American Journal of Psychiatry. 

Source: Mount Sinai 

We recommend 

1. Optimizing the Treatment of IBD: Expanding Possibilities with Treat-to-Target Strategies 

Francis A. Farraye et. al., myCME, 2018 

2. Proximal lateral approach to ultrasound-guided sciatic nerve block: a volunteer and cadaveric study 

https://newatlas.com/medical-cannabis-marijuana-opioid-crisis/54100/
https://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/doi/10.1176/appi.ajp.2019.18101191
https://www.mountsinai.org/about/newsroom/2019/cbd-reduces-craving-and-anxiety-in-people-with-heroin-use-disorder
https://www.mycme.com/optimizing-the-treatment-of-ibd-in-2018-and-beyond-expanding-possibilities-with-treat-to-target-strategies/activity/5716/?utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd&utm_campaign=activity-5716-mycme
https://rapm.bmj.com/content/early/2019/05/16/rapm-2018-100203?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=rapm&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
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Jesper Kent Nielsen et al., BMJ RAPM, 2019 

3. Efficacy and Safety of Methylnaltrexone for Opioid-Induced Constipation in Patients With Chronic 

Noncancer Pain: A Placebo Crossover Analysis 

BMJ Publishing Group Ltd, BMJ RAPM, 2018 

1. Self-reported cumulative medical opioid exposure and subjective responses on first use of opioids 

predict analgesic and subjective responses to placebo-controlled opioid administration 

Stephen Bruehl et al., BMJ RAPM, 2019 

2. HTX-011 reduced pain intensity and opioid consumption versus bupivacaine HCl in bunionectomy: 

phase III results from the randomized EPOCH 1 study 

Eugene Viscusi et al., BMJ RAPM, 2019 

3. An Obturator Nerve Block does not Alleviate Postoperative Pain after Total Hip Arthroplasty: a 

Randomized Clinical Trial 

Niels Dalsgaard Nielsen et al., BMJ RAPM,2019 

 

https://newatlas.com/heroin-opioid-marijuana-cbd-cravings-

anxiety/59787/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-

22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-

22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%2

0heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-

22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%2

0heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_ter

m=Study%20suggests%20marijuana-

derived%20CBD%20can%20play%20a%20role%20in%20treating%20heroin%20addiction  

https://rapm.bmj.com/content/43/4/445?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=rapm&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://rapm.bmj.com/content/43/4/445?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=rapm&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://rapm.bmj.com/content/44/1/92?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=rapm&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://rapm.bmj.com/content/44/1/92?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=rapm&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://rapm.bmj.com/content/early/2019/05/21/rapm-2019-100531?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=rapm&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://rapm.bmj.com/content/early/2019/05/21/rapm-2019-100531?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=rapm&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://rapm.bmj.com/content/early/2019/01/23/rapm-2018-100104?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=rapm&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://rapm.bmj.com/content/early/2019/01/23/rapm-2018-100104?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=rapm&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
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How to model utility in risky social contexts 

José Luis Ferreira  

  

 

Given the choice between €500 and a chance to win either €0 or €1000 with equal probabilities, most people 

opt for the sure prize of €500, even if the expected amount of money is the same in both cases. In both 

Economics and Decision Theory, this risk-aversion is usually modeled by considering, not the amount of 

money directly, but the utility derived from it. Say that an individual prefers anything above €300 rather than 

the lottery, but prefers the lottery to any payoff below €300 (and then, that she is indifferent between €300 

and the lottery). If we assign the utility index of 0 to the payoff €0 and the index of 1 to the payoff €1000, 

then the expected utility of the lottery is (0+1)/2 = 0.5. If €300 is as satisfactory as the lottery, the utility index 

of 300 must be 0.5 as well. If another individual is less risk averse and has €400 as the payoff equivalent to 

the lottery, her 0.5 index will be assigned to €400. 

This theory has been proved very useful to study many economic problems, like the consequences for 

efficiency of having asymmetric information in the markets (when buyers and sellers know different things 

related the good or service provided). However, there are still many situations in which the theory is not 

validated by the data. For instance, many individuals buy insurance to avoid a risk and, at the same time, 

voluntarily enter in a risky situation when they buy a lottery ticket. Also, it is well documented that people 

tend to overestimate or underestimate certain risks. These behaviors cannot be accommodated by the expected 

utility theory, and some alternatives have been proposed instead, like rank-dependent utility models or 

prospect theory. 
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Rank-dependent utility modifies the objective probabilities in an attempt to reflect the individual’s perception 

of them. Prospect theory defines the utility indices depending on the status quo: when leading with loses, and 

individual may show a risk taking behavior, while at the same time she may show a risk averse attitude when 

facing prospect gains. The cumulative prospect theory combines elements of these two alternative theories. 

In a recent paper, Müller and Rao (2019) 1 explore social preferences in the form of inequality aversion, and 

their relation with the risk attitudes we just described. The inequality aversion can be illustrated with the 

“keeping up with the Joneses effect,” whereby an individual’s satisfaction depends not only on their absolute 

level of consumption, but also on their relative position within their social community. There are models for 

each type of behavior pertaining risk and inequality, but the combination of both seems to have eluded 

researchers in this field. The authors propose to combine two prominent behavioral models: the model of 

constant relative risk aversion and the Fehr and Schmidt (1999) 2 model of inequality aversion. When they 

develop the model, they find a relation between risk and social preferences that can be illustrated as follows: 

“Think of a neighbor who dislikes driving a car that is smaller than yours. Consequently, he may start to 

redeploy his private savings toward riskier assets or he redirects to an uncertain but promising career-track to 

catch up with you… On the other hand, to avoid isolation and envy most people try not to be too far ahead in 

income comparisons within their social community. This might induce a higher degree of conservatism than 

without social peers. These examples illustrate that risk-taking behavior is affected by the social context. The 

magnitude of this impact is likely to depend on individuals’ sensitivity to social comparison.” 

After the theoretical results, the authors perform a lab experiment to test the predictions of the model, namely, 

that individuals tend to be more risk averse when they see themselves below their social peers, and make 

decisions to try to keep up with them, and that they tend to be more risk averse when they are above them. 

The experiment has several parts, in which the authors (i) measure subjects’ risk preferences, (ii) elicit social 

preferences, and (iii) test their risk-taking behavior under disadvantageous and advantageous inequality. To 

avoid carry-over effects from one test to the next, the authors conduct the different parts of the experiment in 

different orders in separate groups of experimental subjects. 

To elicit risk preferences individuals are randomly paired with a partner and each one of them simultaneously 

chooses their preferred lottery among many, in a fashion similar to the comparisons in the introductory 

example of this article. In order not to have influence by inequality preferences, at the end of the experiment 

the computer will randomly select the choices of one of the players, and both players will receive the payoff 

after that player’s selected lottery is played. Since both players get the same amount, social preferences play 

no role. 

To elicit subject’s aversion to unfavorable inequality they conduct a version of the ultimatum game. The game 

is played between two players, the proposer and the receiver. They must decide how to divide an amount of 

money, say €19, in the following way: first, the proposer makes an offer (e.g., 12 for herself and 7 for the 

other player), then the recipient has to accept or reject the offer. If accepted, the division in the offer is carried 

out; if rejected, they both get nothing. In the authors’ version, all subjects simultaneously have to decide how 

much of €19 they are willing to offer to the recipient. Afterwards, all subjects simultaneously make decisions 

in the role of recipients, where they have to indicate which minimum offer they would accept. Subjects know 

that after the experiment is finished, the computer will randomly pair two players and determine a subject’s 

role (proposer or recipient) and the payoff of the relevant decision according to their declared choices. The 

parameter showing the degree of aversion towards inequality when they are below their peers can be 

calculated after their decisions made in the role of the recipient. Just write the equality between the utility of 

the choices that are indifferent for the individual. Since the utilities depend on the parameter, it can be 

obtained by solving the equation. 
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To elicit subject’s aversion to favorable inequality the conduct a version of the dictator game, where the 

proposers’ offer to divide the money is automatically carried out, and the recipient cannot reject it. In the 

author’s version, the proponent has to decide between keeping €19 for herself or any of the equal splits from 

(€1, €1) to (€20, €20). Say an individual prefers (€19, €1) to all equal splits up to (€13, €13), but prefers equal 

split (€14, €14) and all above up to (€20, €20) rather than (€19, €1). With this information, one can again 

calculate the proposer’s degree of aversion towards inequality when they are above their peers. 

In a last experiment, subjects are asked to make decisions in a context where both risk and social inequality 

attitudes are relevant. Given the preferences elicited in the previous experiments, the theory has two 

predictions illustrated in the quote above. The experiments validate the theory. Finally, the authors also show 

that the data do not support the alternative models of rank-dependent utility and cumulative prospect theory. 
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EXCERPT 

THE BLACK JERSEY 

Jorge Zepeda Patterson, translated by Achy Obejas 

JUNE 27, 2019 

 

The following is an exclusive excerpt from The Black Jersey. Jorge Zepeda Patterson’s latest is a tale of 

corruption, murder, and cycling. When a series of incidents, culminating in murder, begin to fell competitors 

in the Tour de France, a cyclist is recruited by French police to be a man on the inside. 

But Steve was doing okay. His chances of winning the Tour had actually improved in the past few days. He 

told me to come hang for a while and share one of those ridiculous energy drinks named after him, but I was 

exhausted and told him so, heading toward the elevator. I noticed his frustration. Post-race, we almost always 

got together to review our day and discuss the challenges we’d face next. When we didn’t hang out afterward, 

it was because Steve had something better to do: At the beginning of his career, women, and in the past few 

years, meetings with his agent, Benny, always accompanied by some new sponsor. But I’d decided today it 

was my turn to have something better to do, even if it was to just drop in bed. 

He and I were the only ones on the team who had single rooms, thanks to a clause in his contract that 

generously extended to me. He followed me with his gaze for a few seconds when I turned to cross the lobby 
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and then, as he did with everything that didn’t jibe with what he wanted, he erased me from his mind. He 

probably didn’t even notice I never made it to the elevators. 

“Marc Moreau, could I have a few minutes of your time?” 

The interruption sent my pulse racing in a way no steep hill or hours of pedaling on the road could do. And 

there was a reason: Nobody called me by my name. An elegant man now touched my arm as if he were gently 

trying to make sure I didn’t get away. He didn’t look like a reporter who’d snuck into the hotel. In fact, he 

looked exactly like the personification of a cyclist’s worst nightmares. His impeccable suit and neatly 

trimmed mustache were those of someone who worked for an institution, and given the present circumstances, 

that institution could only be the much-feared WADA, the World Anti-Doping Agency. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Although I was convinced my body was free of banned substances, I knew the urine tests we’d taken on 

previous days could register illegal substances absorbed involuntarily, or that we could be victims of lab 

errors. This wouldn’t be the first time somebody got kicked out of the competition because of a contaminated 

sample. I thought about Carlos Santamaría and I imagined my name in the headlines the next day. 

“Excuse me?” I responded, defensive, and pulled my arm, trying to get distance from him. 

“Could we talk in the lounge, Sergeant Moreau? I won’t take up too much of your time.” 

During my short time in the army I’d never been promoted beyond corporal, but I wasn’t about to contradict 

him. There was a room just off the main lobby lit by a faint artificial fireplace, even though it was 82 degrees 

outside. The hotels along the route aren’t exactly bursting with luxury and comfort, never mind good taste. 

I followed him to a secluded corner, feeling like I was walking into a trap. His reference to my military past 

aroused my curiosity but did nothing to ease my fears. 

“Allow me to introduce myself: I’m Commissioner Favre.” As he spoke, he quickly showed me an ID, his 

gestures those of someone who had done this a thousand times before. “Needless to say,” he continued, 

leaning his head toward me. “I am an admirer of your athletic achievements.” 

His flattering words and, even more so, his manner, which was a tad unctuous, helped my curiosity surpass 

my fear. He didn’t seem about to accuse me of doping, although he might still be interested in interrogating 

me about banned substances in circulation on the Tour. In fact, what he said next made me think that was his 

purpose. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

“We need your cooperation, sergeant. Please, take a seat, make yourself comfortable.” 

I sat down on the tiny couch and felt as comfortable as if I were in a dentist chair. The commissioner seemed 

intent on inflating my military rank. I thought if there was a problem, it might be better to be a sergeant 

instead of a corporal, so I accepted the promotion and went on the offensive. “I can’t help you with this issue. 

I keep myself away from everything and from anyone who has anything to do with that shit.” 

“We’re not worried about that, but rather something much more dangerous.” He paused and brought his face 

closer to mine and practically whispered, “There’s a killer among you.” Then he sat up and took note of my 

reaction. 

HE PAUSED AND BROUGHT HIS FACE CLOSER TO MINE AND PRACTICALLY WHISPERED, 

“THERE’S A KILLER AMONG YOU.” THEN HE SAT UP AND TOOK NOTE OF MY REACTION. 
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I’m sure I disappointed him because I had none. The phrase was so absurd, my brain could find no way to 

process it. At least not immediately. In the light of the fake fireplace, I perceived the sheen of the wax on his 

fine mustache, sculpted atop thick wet lips. I thought it was the kind of thing some women might find 

seductive and others might find repulsive. 

Disappointed by my silence, he began to explain as if he were reading a military report. “One: Hugo Lampar, 

the Australian and the best climber on the Rocca team, was beaten up two weeks ago as he rode alone on a 

practice course. There were no witnesses. He had multiple fractures and has no possibility of rejoining the 

Tour. Without his climber, Sergei Talancón’s chances are few, if not null. He’ll be unprotected and have to 

get used to someone else setting the tempo, which will disorient him. 

“Two: Three days before the beginning of the competition, Michael Hankel was assaulted at dusk just a few 

steps from his hotel. Although he insists he didn’t resist and offered his wallet immediately, one of the thugs 

became angry over how little cash he was carrying, knocked him down with a single punch, and then stomped 

his ankle. It’s useless for the foreseeable future. He wasn’t considered a major contender, but his unexpected 

third place at Il Giro in Italy at only twenty-four had made many people in the press think that if there was 

going to be a surprise on the Tour this year, it would come from the German. 

“Three: The Englishman Phil Cunninham ran the first stage far slower than expected, because he was pumped 

up on tamines. He was the only one who could challenge Steve Panata in the time trial. Cunninham finished 

three minutes too late, which meant he ceased being a threat for the rest of the Tour. The doctors can’t explain 

how he got sick. He ate the same things as the rest of the team and he has no allergies. 

“Four: Just a few days ago, on the fifth stage, two fans stepped in front of the Movistar team, pretending they 

only wanted to wave at the camera on the motorcycle that runs in front of the squad. Óscar Cuadrado’s 

teammates barely got a chance to react. It was a massive collision. Four of the racers had to drop out of the 

competition and the Colombian lost half his team with most of the Tour still to come. The ‘fans’ that knocked 

him down were discovered to be some hooligans from Marseille with no known prior interest in cycling. 

They’re also hospitalized. We did get one revealing piece of information about them: One of them had 

recently deposited eight thousand euros in his bank account.” 

“WE DID GET ONE REVEALING PIECE OF INFORMATION ABOUT THEM: ONE OF THEM HAD 

RECENTLY DEPOSITED EIGHT THOUSAND EUROS IN HIS BANK ACCOUNT.” 

The commissioner paused again to see if I had grasped what he was telling me. None of those mishaps were 

new to me, although I hadn’t known the details until now. The Movistar incident was the most disturbing. 

With only half his team, Cuadrado had practically zero chance of winning, and that changed the odds for the 

Tour. If what the commissioner said was true, someone had altered the history of cycling. 

And yet, I couldn’t buy into the idea of an attack against the tournament and, much less, that someone was 

physically assaulting the contenders. Every year the Tour lost a certain number of cyclists along its terrible 

journey, often in tragic circumstances. 

“A mugging with mysterious circumstances and several accidents doesn’t necessarily mean there’s a 

conspiracy. In the ten years I’ve been racing on the Tour, I’ve seen plenty of stuff like this. Doesn’t it seem 

like a bit much to talk about a killer?” 

“Well, I haven’t finished.” He licked his lips and took a long pause, almost enjoying the moment. “Two hours 

ago we found Saul Fleming floating in the bathtub in his room, his wrists slit. Whoever tried to make it look 

like suicide did a really sloppy job. That’s why we decided to talk to you.” 
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This time, the commissioner got the reaction he’d been looking for. My face must have reflected my shock as 

I imagined Saul drowning in his own blood. We’d never been close friends, but we’d had a profound respect 

for each other. Fleming was Peter Stark’s primary domestique, his wingman in the same way I was Steve’s. 

We’d gone through innumerable battles, wheel-to-wheel, defending our respective champions. Without 

talking about it, during the stretch up in the mountains, we’d developed our own competition within the 

overall race: Who would go further in protecting his leader? Knowing that the Englishman would never again 

challenge me on a slope made me shiver. Something had changed forever. 

My second reaction was more reflexive although no less terrible. Without Fleming, Stark was lost. He was in 

fifth place, 16 seconds behind Steve, but until today he was confident he’d gain time on the mountain stages 

still to come. He was a better climber than my teammate. Without Fleming’s strong defense, he would need a 

miracle to pass Steve. 

“Surely you understand why we need you, sergeant.” 

“No, I don’t understand.” My brain was still stuck thinking about a bathtub too narrow to contain my rival’s 

long, lean arms. 

“We’ve concluded the killer or killers belong to the circuit. They’ve struck with surgical precision to 

maximize their effect on the results of the race.” 

“Anybody could have done that,” I protested. I found it hard to believe that a member of our closed 

community would attack one of our own. In spite of our rivalries, the peloton was a family, and that extended 

to the mechanics, the doctors, the massage therapists, the directors, and the coaches. Any cycling fan could 

point to a favorite racer and tell you his strengths and weaknesses, and I said as much to Favre. 

__________________________________ 

From THE BLACK JERSEY. Used with the permission of the publisher, Random House. Copyright © 2019 

by Jorge Zepeda Patterson. Translation copyright @2019 by Achy Obejas.  

 

https://crimereads.com/the-black-jersey/  

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/591601/the-black-jersey-by-jorge-zepeda-patterson/9781984801067/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/591601/the-black-jersey-by-jorge-zepeda-patterson/9781984801067/
https://crimereads.com/the-black-jersey/
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How pop culture embraced sexuality ‘without labels’ 

 

More and more people are refusing to define themselves as either gay or straight – and from pop music to 

sitcoms, such fluidity is becoming increasingly visible, writes Hugh Montgomery 

 By Hugh Montgomery 

  
 New Black Mirror episode Striking Vipers tells the story of two apparently heterosexual men who 

find themselves having a virtual affair (Credit: Netflix) 

  

It may be superficially obsessed with virtual realities, but the best episodes of hit Netflix anthology series 

Black Mirror are ultimately more concerned with very tangible emotions. Such is the case with Striking 

Vipers, the clear stand-out episode from the most recent run, which launched on the streaming platform a 

couple of weeks ago. 

Telling the story of two apparently heterosexual men who find themselves having an affair via their avatars 

(one male, one female) in a VR beat-’em-up, it offers a beautiful expression of love unconstrained by 

established gender and sexual identities. 

http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7d/hn/p07dhn3y.jpg
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If there is one aspect of the story that may come to date, however, it’s not the computer game technology, but 

the fact that, back in the real world, this liaison causes the ‘straight’ duo involved so much evident angst. 

That's because current statistics suggest more and more people are understanding themselves as having no 

fixed sexuality. 

A YouGov survey in the US last year, found that three per cent of 18 to 24 year olds identified as ‘completely 

homosexual’, but more than a third identified as something other than totally heterosexual. 

Meanwhile, in an equivalent UK survey, up to 55 per cent of 18 to 24 year olds identified as not wholly 

straight. Dr Nikki Hayfield, a senior lecturer in social psychology at the University of the West of England 

and researcher into LGBTQ+ sexualities, says that it’s in the last decade that there has been a surge in people 

turning to sexually fluid identities: “[in that time] we’ve seen an increase in the percentage of bi people as part 

of the LGBTQ+ grouping.” 

One of the most common descriptions that people have given for how they define pansexuality is it's ‘about 

hearts, not parts’ – Dr Nikki Hayfield 

But bisexuality is only one manifestation of this new fluidity: increasing numbers of people find even that 

classification is restrictive. Instead they are embracing what Hayfield calls “multidimensional understandings 

of sexuality”. Pansexuality, in particular, has become an increasingly favoured term for those who reject a 

gender binary when it comes to attraction. In part, its popularity is a matter of people wanting to be inclusive 

of all gender identities, in societies with increasing numbers of trans and non-binary people. “One of the most 

common descriptions that people have given for how they define pansexuality is it's about ‘hearts, not parts’ 

which I think captures it really succinctly,” says Hayfield. 

Making sexuality stress-free 

But beyond that, classifying onself as pansexual can simultaneously be a statement against pigeonholing. 

“Young people are understanding [it], in particular, as being an ‘anti-identity’ identity,” says Hayfield. 

Indeed, in turn, there are also increasing numbers of people who would rather not put any label on their 

sexuality whatsoever. 

When it comes to popular culture, meanwhile, what this means is that there’s a new frontier in the battle for 

LGBTQ+ representation. Where gay and lesbian people may have been the focus in the past, even if they are 

still very far from adequately depicted, a corresponding issue now is: is enough being done to give voice to 

those outside those distinct categories? 

https://today.yougov.com/topics/relationships/articles-reports/2018/06/18/more-young-americans-now-identify-bisexual
https://attitude.co.uk/article/were-queerer-than-we-used-to-be-new-study-finds-quarter-of-uk-adults-identify-as-having-a-fluid-sexuality-1/18525/
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Comic Mae Martin has written a sex and relationships guide which aims to help take the pressure off 

teenagers having to label their sexuality (Credit: Alamy) 

The Canadian stand-up comedian Mae Martin is one artist leading the way when it comes to championing a 

non-binary approach to sexuality. Her new book Could Everyone Please Calm Down? A Guide To 21st 

Century Sexuality is a funny, non-preachy sex and relationships primer for teenagers that, above all, aims to 

take the pressure off young people when it comes to defining themselves. “These days I think sexuality and 

gender can be so highly politicised, and heavy,” Martin tells BBC Culture. “And it’s so important that people 

remember we’re talking about love, which is a positive thing, and sex, which is a positive thing. I hate to 

think that for young people the joy of those early experiences is marred by stress around identity.” 

Everything that was written about my comedy when I was younger referred to me as ‘gay Mae’ or ‘lesbian 

comedian’, which I found frustrating – Mae Martin 

Martin herself has been attracted to both men and women, and would generally rather not have to categorise 

herself at all – though, from the moment she started doing gigs aged 13, that hasn’t stopped people doing so 

for her. “Everything that was written about my comedy [when I was younger] was like ‘gay Mae’ or ‘lesbian 

comedian’ – a lot of putting labels on me based on my appearance, or the fact I said I was in a relationship 

with a girl. So I found that frustrating.” 

She still has to contend with wilful misunderstanding in the media and elsewhere: in the book, she recalls the 

excruciating instance of a male interviewer who was fixated on her providing a conclusive answer as to 

whether she preferred men or women. “He thought I was being obstructive...so many people are like ‘we read 

that you don’t necessarily like to label your sexuality so please could you…’’” 

The rich history of fluidity 

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/titles/mae-martin/can-everyone-please-calm-down/9781526361714/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/titles/mae-martin/can-everyone-please-calm-down/9781526361714/
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7d/hn/p07dhn53.jpg
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Such apparent bafflement is itself baffling, given that sexual fluidity is as old as time itself – something 

Martin emphatically points out in her book, informing her young readers about ancient cultures that 

celebrated sexual diversity, while also highlighting non-Western cultures that have always happily ignored the 

gender binary too. “Labelling sexuality is quite a recent phenomenon,” she says. “And a lot of that labelling 

came out of people identifying it as a mental disorder, so it’s kind of a negative history. And there’s such a 

rich history of [fluidity] and multiple genders, it would be good to remember that. Because you can so easily 

feel ‘oh maybe I’m part of this new fad’”. 

Indeed, the idea that sexual fluidity is somehow ‘fashionable’ has been a depressingly stubborn strain of 

prejudiced thinking – and a cornerstone of the well-recognised phenomenon of biphobia, alongside the other 

common belief that bisexual people are being dishonest or are in denial about being gay. 

 

Best known as Christine and the Queens, pop star Héloïse Letissier is one of a number of stars who have 

identified themselves as pansexual (Credit: Alamy) 

But recently, there seems to have been increasing acceptance, not only for bisexuality, but also for those who 

idenify as pansexual or ‘without labels’. Well-known pansexuals include pop stars Miley Cyrus, Janelle 

Monae, Héloïse Letissier (aka Christine and the Queens), Brendon Urie, and the comedian Joe Lycett. 

Meanwhile those who have demurred from categorisation altogether include the singer Lizzo and the 

actresses Kristen Stewart and Sophie Turner, who in a recent interview with Rolling Stone, declared: ‘I love a 

soul, not a gender’. 

Both Janelle Monae and Héloïse Letissier’s work is euphorically chameleonic 

It’s noticeable that the reaction to such disclosures is, in general, much more uncomplicatedly supportive 

these days, without the kind of sneering or scepticism that may have been depressingly common in the past. It 

http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7d/hn/p07dhn9y.jpg
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helps, certainly, that a non-binary sense of identity is so core to some of these stars’ work. Stewart has 

regularly explored androgyny and sexual ambiguity in her screen performances, including most recently as 

the gender-fluid literary impersonator Savannah Knoop in JT LeRoy, and she is set to make her directorial 

debut with an adaptation of The Chronology of Water, a cult 2011 memoir by bisexual writer Lidia 

Yuknavitch. 

Meanwhile both Monae and Letissier’s work is euphorically chameleonic. Monae’s last album Dirty 

Computer was, among other things, a bold testimony of sexual exploration, whose Prince-like lead-off single 

Make Me Feel was accompanied by a video of her vamping with both male and female partners. And 

Letissier has been most recently presenting as Chris, a simultaneously masculine and feminine, sexually 

assertive funkster. 

Bisexuals on screen 

Thanks to the likes of David Bowie, Prince and Madonna, pop music has always revelled in sexual fluidity, to 

some extent. But as for the wider representation of it in mainstream culture – chiefly in film and TV? The 

picture has traditionally been much more regressive. Bisexuals have been even more disparaged than gay and 

lesbian people by Hollywood and its ilk. For a long while, the most frequent type of bisexuality depicted, in 

films such as Basic Instinct, Cruel Intentions and Wild Things, was female, hypersexualised, and very clearly 

the product of heterosexual male imaginations. 

 

Comedy Broad City featured two female leads who were attracted to both men and women (Credit: Alamy) 

On the small screen, meanwhile, it was invariably exploited as a clunky plot device: an ‘experiment’ for 

hitherto straight characters. Such storylines could provide laughs (as with Samantha’s three-episode 

relationship with a stereotypically ‘fiery’ South American female artist in Sex and the City, best remembered 

http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20190424-revisiting-jt-leroy-americas-greatest-literary-scam
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7d/hn/p07dhnbp.jpg
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for a comedy scene of female ejaculation) or, again, some dramatic titillation (as with heroine Marissa’s 

same-sex fling in teen drama The OC) before the protagonists were returned to heterosexuality, their 

momentary excursions quickly forgotten about. 

I’m into the wine, not the label – David, Schitt’s Creek 

In the past few years, though, the landscape has been changing; more and more, we are being presented with 

characters having relationships with more than one gender in a way that feels both organic and 

unsensational.  And where many of these characters would have previously been defined as bisexual, they are 

equally as likely now to be coded as either explicitly pansexual or as ‘label-less’ in their sexuality by the 

actors and writers behind them. 

Notable pansexuals have included Game of Thrones fan favourites Yara Greyjoy and Oberyn Martell; 

Annalise Keating, Viola Davis’ brilliant law professor in potboiler How To Get Away with Murder; and 

Sabrina the Teenage Witch’s warlock cousin Ambrose in the new Netflix reboot. But perhaps the most 

gladdening depiction of pansexuality so far has been the cult sitcom Schitt’s Creek and its portrayal of David, 

the son in the family of four down-on-their luck socialite New Yorkers who have ended up in a Canadian 

small town. 

Played by co-creator Dan Levy, David is a camp fashionista, who was initially assumed to be gay, only to 

surprise viewers, as well as female friend Stevie, towards the end of the first series when he revealed his more 

diverse attractions, and ended up in bed with her. The show made an effort to describe pansexuality at that 

moment – “I’m into the wine, not the label” is how David explained it – and treated it, from thereon in, as 

entirely unremarkable; the character is now in a same-sex relationship with his business partner Patrick. 

 

http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7d/hm/p07dhmvj.jpg
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Last year’s reality show The Bi Life featured a selection of sexually fluid young people looking for love 

(Credit: NBC) 

Another comedy that was even more progressively casual in its treatment of fluidity was the recently-ended 

Broad City. Epitomising the new age of sexual mores, both its BFF heroines had encounters with both men 

and women – a conscious expression, its creators and leads Abbi Jacobson and Ilana Glazer, have said, of 

their producer Amy Poehler’s quip that “everyone under 30 is gay”. But, in the same interview with Flare 

magazine, Glazer commented that her character would never define herself as pan or bi because “that 

definition is so futile.” 

The revolution is spreading 

Reality TV is also getting with the programme. The UK sex-and-sun jamboree Love Island, currently in its 

fifth series, has been heavily criticised for its rigidly straight casting, a coupling-up of two women in series 

two aside. But a response to that came last year in the form of The Bi Life, a dating show with a cast of 

bisexual, pansexual or questioning bright young things. In the US, meanwhile, long-running MTV dating 

show Are You the One? has announced an entirely sexually fluid cast for its upcoming eighth series, which 

begins next week. 

This revolution in sexual mores is having an impact on popular theatre, too. On the London stage, two major 

West End revivals at the moment have reconfigured the original texts to allow for more romantic eclecticism. 

In former National Theatre head Nicholas Hytner’s new take on A Midsummer Night’s Dream at his Bridge 

Theatre, he switches things up so that it is the Fairy King Oberon, rather than his queen Titania, who falls in 

love, under a spell, with the dopey tradesman Bottom; meanwhile the quartet of lovers also now get involved 

in some same-sex shenanigans. 

I don’t think the genders of the characters are interesting. Sexual fluidity is something I’m much more 

interested in - Andrew Scott 

Then down the road, at the Old Vic, a new production of Noel Coward’s classic comedy Present Laughter 

starring Andrew Scott, aka Fleabag’s ‘Hot Priest’, as playboy actor Gary Essendine has been changed so that 

the previously heterosexual Essedine now has male and female lovers. But while many such ‘updates’ of 

classic plays are geared towards provoking conversation, it seems that this particular alteration is intended to 

be the opposite of newsworthy. “I don’t think the genders are particularly interesting…” Scott told an 

interviewer for the Sunday Times recently, when asked about the change. “Sexual fluidity is something I’m 

much more interested in. Just take out the labels.” 

https://www.flare.com/celebrity/cover-stars/broad-city-interview-abbi-jacobson-and-ilana-glazer-the-best-interview/
https://www.flare.com/celebrity/cover-stars/broad-city-interview-abbi-jacobson-and-ilana-glazer-the-best-interview/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/andrew-scott-interview-fleabags-hot-priest-on-noel-coward-black-mirror-and-the-joy-of-sexual-fluidity-glx09nzn5
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/andrew-scott-interview-fleabags-hot-priest-on-noel-coward-black-mirror-and-the-joy-of-sexual-fluidity-glx09nzn5
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A new West End revival of Noel Coward’s Present Laughter sees Andrew Scott having liaisons with both 

sexes (Credit: Manuel Harlan) 

And there seems to be the nub of it: the broader effect of this spate of sexually fluid characters is to help make 

the whole issue of sexuality less of one. Martin is among those who welcomes more stories featuring 

LGBTQ+ characters but where “sexuality is not [their] whole identity. When I audition for things, which is 

rare, but so often the character description is just ‘gay’. I’m like ‘But what are they like? What’s their 

personality?’ and they’re like ‘well she’s gay’.” 

She herself will be contributing to this new wave of sexually fluid representation with a semi-

autobiographical sitcom, a joint commission between Netflix and Channel 4 in the UK, which is due to start 

later this year. Provisionally titled Mae and George, it will centre on a young woman and her new girlfriend, 

who are “both bi I guess, but they’re struggling with fluidity and labels and that kind of thing.” 

A world beyond labels 

But is there a tension between this increasing desire to move ‘beyond labels’ and old notions of LGBTQ+ 

community? In a world hostile to LGBTQ+ people, after all, labels have been used as a means of affirmation 

and resistance. “I think some of the turn to fluidity and not wanting to name identities is a reflection of what is 

seen as an equality climate, where [people] are assumed to be much more accepting and we have equal rights 

and so on,” says Hayfield. 

Yet of course, prejudice and violence against anyone perceived to be non-heterosexual is still alive and 

kicking, even within supposedly liberal Western democracies, and so labels still have a function. Martin, for 

her part, recognises the complexity of the situation: she emphasises she is a proud, visible member of the 

LGBTQ+ community and says she would identify with a label in certain contexts in aid of the greater political 

http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7d/hm/p07dhmss.jpg
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good. “Sometimes it is important to be vocal about [that]. But I guess what I don’t like is having a label 

imposed on me.” 

As it stands, the carefree attitude to sexuality that can comfortably exist in the sitcom fantasy land of Schitt’s 

Creek or the metropolitan millennial milieu of Broad City may seem overly idealistic when applied to other 

imagined scenarios. Then again, a bit of wishful thinking, among all the other more painful stories LGBTQ+ 

audiences still bear witness to, is not something many of us would begrudge. 

Can Everyone Please Calm Down?: A Guide to 21st Century Sexuality by Mae Martin is out now 

 

http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20190618-how-pop-culture-embraced-sexuality-without-labels 

  

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/titles/mae-martin/can-everyone-please-calm-down/9781526361714/
http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20190618-how-pop-culture-embraced-sexuality-without-labels
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The Edge 

by Robert Creeley 

 

Issue no. 47 (Summer 1969) 

Place it, 

make the space 

of it. Yellow,  

that was a time. 

He saw the stain of love 

was upon the world, 

a selvage, a faint 

after edge of color, fading 

at the edge of the world, 

the edge beyond that edge. 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=86b69410f2&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=86b69410f2&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=86b69410f2&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=86b69410f2&e=d538c8f2e0
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ALMA pinpoints the formation site of planet around nearest young star 

National Institutes of Natural Sciences 

Summary: 

Researchers found a small dust concentration in the disk around TW Hydrae, the nearest young star. It is 

highly possible that a planet is growing or about to be formed in this concentration. This is the first time that 

the exact place where cold materials are forming the seed of a planet has been pinpointed in the disk around a 

young star. 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

Planetary disk around star (stock image). 

Credit: © hallowedland / Adobe Stock 

Researchers using ALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array) found a small dust concentration 

in the disk around TW Hydrae, the nearest young star. It is highly possible that a planet is growing or about to 

be formed in this concentration. This is the first time that the exact place where cold materials are forming the 

seed of a planet has been pinpointed in the disk around a young star. 

https://stock.adobe.com/
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The young star TW Hydrae, located194 light-years away in the constellation Hydra, is the closest star around 

which planets may be forming. Its surrounding dust disk is the best target to study the process of planet 

formation. 

Previous ALMA observations revealed that the disk is composed of concentric rings. Now, new higher 

sensitivity ALMA observations revealed a previously unknown small clump in the planet forming disk. The 

clump is elongated along the direction of the disk rotation, with a width approximately equal to the distance 

between the Sun and the Earth, and a length of about four-and-a-half times that. 

"The true nature of the clump is still not clear," says Takashi Tsukagoshi at the National Astronomical 

Observatory of Japan and the lead author of the research paper. "It could be a 'circumplanetary' disk feeding a 

Neptune-sized infant planet. Or it might be that swirling gas is raking up the dust particles." 

Planets form in disks of gas and dust around young stars. Micrometer-sized dust particles stick together to 

grow to larger grains, rocks, and finally a planet. Theoretical studies predict that an infant planet is 

surrounded by a 'circumplanetary' disk, a small structure within the larger dust disk around the star. The 

planet collects material through this circumplanetary disk. It is important to find such a circumplanetary disk 

to understand the final stage of planet growth. 

Cold dust and gas in the disks around young stars are difficult to see in visible light, but they emit radio 

waves. With its high sensitivity and resolution for such radio waves, ALMA is one of the most powerful 

instruments to study the genesis of planets. 

However, the brightness and elongated shape of the structure revealed by ALMA don't exactly match 

theoretical predictions for circumplanetary disks. It might be a gas vortex, which are also expected to form 

here and there around a young star. Finding only a single dust clump at this time is also contrary to theoretical 

studies. So the research team could not reach a definitive answer on the nature of the dusty clump. 

"Although we do not have a robust conclusion," says Tsukagoshi. "Pinpointing the exact place of planet 

formation is highly valuable to us. Next we'll obtain even higher resolution ALMA images to reveal the 

temperature distribution in the clump to look for hints of a planet inside. Also we plan to observe it with the 

Subaru Telescope in infrared to see if there is hot gas around a potential planet." 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by National Institutes of Natural Sciences. Note: Content may be edited for style and 

length. 

 

Related Multimedia: 

 ALMA image of the protoplanetary disk around the young star TW Hydrae 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Takashi Tsukagoshi, Takayuki Muto, Hideko Nomura, Ryohei Kawabe, Kazuhiro D. Kanagawa, 

Satoshi Okuzumi, Shigeru Ida, Catherine Walsh, Tom J. Millar, Sanemichi Z. Takahashi, Jun 

Hashimoto, Taichi Uyama, Motohide Tamura. Discovery of An au-scale Excess in Millimeter 

https://www.nao.ac.jp/en/news/science/2019/20190626-alma.html
http://www.nins.jp/english/
https://www.nao.ac.jp/en/news/science/2019/20190626-alma.html
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Emission from the Protoplanetary Disk around TW Hya. The Astrophysical Journal, 2019; 878 (1): 

L8 DOI: 10.3847/2041-8213/ab224c 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190626124952.htm 

  

http://dx.doi.org/10.3847/2041-8213/ab224c
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190626124952.htm
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Placental stem cells found to regenerate heart cells after heart attack 

MEDICAL 

 

Michael Irving 

 

 

 

Placental stem cells have been found to regenerate damaged heart cells after a heart 

attack(Credit: lightsource/Depositphotos) 

Broken hearts are notoriously difficult to repair. After a heart attack this vital organ remains damaged, which 

can eventually lead to heart failure and death. Now, researchers have managed to use placental stem cells to 

regenerate heart cells in mice, which could lead to groundbreaking new treatments for heart attack victims. 

According to the World Health Organization, cardiovascular diseases are the biggest killers of people in 

modern times, and it's largely due to the heart's inability to repair itself properly. Even if a person survives the 

initial cardiac arrest event, scar tissue renders the heart less effective at pumping blood and more likely to 

suffer future heart attacks. 

https://newatlas.com/medical/
https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack#gallery
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack#gallery
https://depositphotos.com/240768968/stock-photo-human-heart-concept-anatomy-grunge.html
https://www.who.int/cardiovascular_diseases/en/
https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22 083440 Other Daily Basic 2019-05-22 083841 Placental stem cells found to regenerate heart cells after heart attack&utm_content=2019-05-22 083440 Other Daily Basic 2019-05-22 083841 Placental stem cells found to regenerate heart cells after heart attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign Monitor&utm_term=Placental stem cells found to regenerate heart cells after heart attack#gallery
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Stem cells have long been investigated as a solution, but despite their regenerative prowess in other parts of 

the body, they've not been as successful in matters of the heart. Injecting stem cells into the heart can cause 

complications, and it turns out that cardiac stem cells might not even exist. Other studies have tried 

using stem cell "messengers" instead, or converting other heart cells into beating heart cells. 

For the new study, researchers from the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai examined Cdx2 cells, a 

kind of stem cell derived from the placenta that has previously shown particular promise in repairing heart 

tissue. 

The team tested them out on three groups of male mice that had suffered heart attacks. One group received a 

treatment of Cdx2 stem cells, a second group received other placenta cells while the third just had saline as a 

control. MRIs were taken of all the mice immediately after the heart attacks and again three months after their 

treatment. 

By the three-month mark, every mouse in the Cdx2 group showed regeneration of healthy heart tissue, 

forming new cardiomyocytes – the heart muscle cells that beat – as well as new blood vessels. Meanwhile the 

other two groups showed no sign of regeneration, and many went into heart failure. 

The results are exciting for a number of reasons. Alongside all the regenerative abilities of embryonic stem 

cells, the team found that placental stem cells also have a few extra abilities of their own that makes them 

more suited to treatments. 

"Cdx2 cells have historically been thought to only generate the placenta in early embryonic development, but 

never before were shown to have the ability to regenerate other organs, which is why this is so exciting," says 

Hina Chaudhry, principal investigator of the study. "These findings may also pave the way to regenerative 

therapy of other organs besides the heart. They almost seem like a super-charged population of stem cells, in 

that they can target the site of an injury and travel directly to the injury through the circulatory system and are 

able to avoid rejection by the host immune system." 

On top of that, since they're derived from the placenta they can skirt the potential ethical issues of using 

embryonic stem cells, and should be far easier to obtain in useable amounts. 

"We have been able to isolate Cdx2 cells from term human placentas also; therefore, we are now hopeful that 

we can design a better human stem cell treatment for the heart than we have seen in the past," says Chaudhry. 

"Past strategies tested in humans were not based on stem cell types that were actually shown to form heart 

cells, and use of embryonic stem cells for this goal is associated with ethics and feasibility concerns. Placentas 

are routinely discarded around the world and thus almost a limitless source." 

The research was published in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 

Source: Mount Sinai 

We recommend 

1. Cellular plasticity, caspases and autophagy; that which does not kill us, well, makes us different 

Tin Tin Su, Royal Society, 2018 

2. Desprendimiento prematuro de placenta 

BMJ Best Practice 

3. Implement strategies that increase the frequency of guideline-compliant vaccination schedule 

completion for each IBD patient prior to initiating therapy 

https://newatlas.com/damaged-heart-tissue-repaired-stem-cells/31889/
https://newatlas.com/heart-stem-cells-do-not-exist/57524/
https://newatlas.com/stem-cell-exosomes-hearts-attack-repair/38325/
https://newatlas.com/scientists-create-beating-heart-cells/15994/
https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2019/05/14/1811827116.short?rss=1
https://www.mountsinai.org/about/newsroom/2019/mount-sinai-researchers-discover-placental-stem-cells-that-can-regenerate-the-heart-after-heart-attack
https://rsj-prod.literatumonline.com/doi/10.1098/rsob.180157?utm_campaign=TrendMD_Bra_Mex&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
https://bestpractice.bmj.com/topics/es-es/1117?utm_source=trendmd&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=bp&utm_content=americas&utm_term=mexico
https://www.mycme.com/case-strategies-to-improve-vaccine-preventable-infections-in-the-ibd-patient/activity/5464/?utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd&utm_campaign=activity-5464-mycme
https://www.mycme.com/case-strategies-to-improve-vaccine-preventable-infections-in-the-ibd-patient/activity/5464/?utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd&utm_campaign=activity-5464-mycme
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Gary R. Lichtenstein, MD, myCME, 2018 

1. Getting It Right: Optimizing Guideline-Directed Medical Therapy for Heart Failure—Effective Care 

Coordination: Collaboration Within the Multidisciplinary Team - Issue 3 

myCME, 2019 

2. Linfoma no Hodgkin 

BMJ Best Practice 

3. Shock 

BMJ Best Practice 

 

https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-

attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-

22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-

22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%2

0heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-

22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%2

0heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_ter

m=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attac

k  

https://www.mycme.com/getting-it-right-optimizing-guideline-directed-medical-therapy-for-heart-failureeffective-care-coordination-collaboration-within-the-multidisciplinary-team---issue-3/activity/5841/?utm_campaign=activity-5841-mycme&utm_medium=trendmd&utm_source=cpc
https://www.mycme.com/getting-it-right-optimizing-guideline-directed-medical-therapy-for-heart-failureeffective-care-coordination-collaboration-within-the-multidisciplinary-team---issue-3/activity/5841/?utm_campaign=activity-5841-mycme&utm_medium=trendmd&utm_source=cpc
https://bestpractice.bmj.com/topics/es-es/312?utm_source=trendmd&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=bp&utm_content=americas&utm_term=mexico
https://bestpractice.bmj.com/topics/es-es/1013?utm_source=trendmd&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=bp&utm_content=americas&utm_term=mexico
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack
https://newatlas.com/placenta-stem-cells-repair-heart-attack/59785/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack&utm_content=2019-05-22%20083440%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-22%20083841%20Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack+CID_75f0cc82c9bb78684a9d9dd9b375612e&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Placental%20stem%20cells%20found%20to%20regenerate%20heart%20cells%20after%20heart%20attack
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Thunderbolts of lightning, gamma rays exciting 

Researchers connect lightning with gamma-ray phenomena in clouds 

University of Tokyo 

Summary: 

Scientists have discovered a connection between lightning strikes and two kinds of gamma-ray phenomena in 

thunderclouds. The research suggests that in certain conditions, weak gamma-ray glows from thunderclouds 

may precede lightning bolts and their accompanying gamma-ray flashes. 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

Lightning storm (stock image). 

Credit: © stnazkul / Adobe Stock 

University of Tokyo graduate student Yuuki Wada with colleagues from Japan have discovered a connection 

between lightning strikes and two kinds of gamma-ray phenomena in thunderclouds. The research suggests 

that in certain conditions, weak gamma-ray glows from thunderclouds may precede lightning bolts and their 

accompanying gamma-ray flashes. 

In the city of Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture, in central Japan, Wada and colleagues work with local schools 

and businesses to install radiation monitors onto buildings. These radiation monitors are not there due to some 

worry about local radiation levels, though. They form a network, the purpose of which is to detect radiation 

https://stock.adobe.com/
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coming from the sky. It may surprise some, but it's been known for around 30 years that thunderstorms can 

bring with them gamma-ray activity. 

"Forever, people have seen lightning and heard thunder. These were the ways we could experience this power 

of nature," said Wada. "With the discovery of electromagnetism, scientists learned to see lightning with radio 

receivers. But now we can observe lightning in gamma rays -- ionizing radiation. It's like having four eyes to 

study the phenomena." 

There are two known kinds of gamma-ray phenomena associated with thunderclouds: gamma-ray glows, 

weak emissions which last about a minute, and short-lived terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs), which occur 

as lightning strikes and are much more intense than gamma-ray glows. Both occur in regions of thunderclouds 

sandwiched between layers of varying charge. The charged regions accelerate electrons to near the speed of 

light. At these speeds, referred to as relativistic, electrons that stray very close to the nuclei of nitrogen atoms 

in the air slow down a little and emit a telltale gamma ray. This is called bremsstrahlung radiation. 

"During a winter thunderstorm in Kanazawa, our monitors detected a simultaneous TGF and lightning strike. 

This is fairly common, but interestingly we also saw a gamma-ray glow in the same area at the same time," 

continued Wada. "Furthermore, the glow abruptly disappeared when the lightning struck. We can say 

conclusively the events are intimately connected and this is the first time this connection has been observed." 

The mechanism underlying lightning discharge is highly sought after and this research may offer previously 

unknown insights. Wada and team intend to further their investigation to explore the possibility that gamma-

ray glows don't just precede lightning strikes, but may in fact cause them. Radiation levels of the gamma-ray 

flashes are quite low, approximately a tenth the level one may receive from a typical medical X-ray. 

"Our finding marks a milestone in lightning research and we will soon double our number of radiation sensors 

from 23 to about 40 or 50. With more sensors, we could greatly improve predictive models," explained Wada. 

"It's hard to say right now, but with sufficient sensor data, we may be able to predict lightning strikes within 

about 10 minutes of them happening and within around 2 kilometers of where they happen. I'm excited to be 

part of this ongoing research." 

Further investigations will likely still take place in Kanazawa as the area has rare and ideal meteorological 

conditions for this kind of work. Most radiation observations in storms come from airborne or mountain-

based stations as thunderclouds are generally very high up. But winter storms in Kanazawa bring 

thunderclouds surprisingly close to the ground, ideal for study with the low-cost portable monitors developed 

by the research team. 

The researchers created these unique portable radiation monitors in part with technology derived from space-

based satellite observatories designed for astrophysics experiments. This is appropriate as the data from this 

kind of research could be useful for those who research astrophysics and in particular solar physics in the 

context of particle acceleration. But there is a more down-to-earth offshoot as well. 

"Paleontologists who study life from the last 50,000 years or so use a technique called carbon-14 dating to 

determine the age of a sample. The technique relies on knowledge of the levels of two kinds of carbon, 

carbon-12 and carbon-14," said Wada. "It's commonly thought carbon-14 is created by cosmic rays at a 

roughly constant rate, hence the predictive power of the technique. But there's a suggestion thunderstorms 

may alter the ratio of carbon-12 to carbon-14, which may slightly change the accuracy of or calibration 

required for carbon-14 dating to work." 
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Wada and colleagues will continue to unpick the mysteries of lightning, one of nature's most captivating and 

iconic phenomena. An upcoming collaborative project based in France will launch a dedicated satellite for 

worldwide lightning observations from space. 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by University of Tokyo. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 
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Schrödinger's Art: Spooky physics paints microscopic artworks on "quantum canvas" 

PHYSICS 

 

 

 

 

The Mona Lisa, imaged on a "quantum canvas" that's only as wide as a human hair(Credit:University of 

Queensland) 

VIEW GALLERY - 3 IMAGES 

Researchers at the University of Queensland (UQ) have produced what may very well be the first pieces of art 

made using non-classical matter. The team has reproduced famous artworks like the Mona Lisa and Starry 

Night on a "quantum canvas" as small as a human hair, by projecting light onto Bose-Einstein 

condensates (BECs). 

BECs are an exotic state of matter known as a superfluid, meaning it's a liquid that has zero viscosity so it 

flows without resistance. They're most commonly made by cooling a cloud of rubidium atoms down to almost 

https://newatlas.com/physics/
https://newatlas.com/schrodingers-art-quantum-canvas/59753/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics&utm_content=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics+CID_bf5dc9c5d19a3eb90635afa8112ad432&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Schrdingers%20Art%20Spooky%20physics%20paints%20microscopic%20artworks%20on%20quantum%20canvas#gallery
https://newatlas.com/schrodingers-art-quantum-canvas/59753/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics&utm_content=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics+CID_bf5dc9c5d19a3eb90635afa8112ad432&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Schrdingers%20Art%20Spooky%20physics%20paints%20microscopic%20artworks%20on%20quantum%20canvas#gallery
https://newatlas.com/schrodingers-art-quantum-canvas/59753/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics&utm_content=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics+CID_bf5dc9c5d19a3eb90635afa8112ad432&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Schrdingers%20Art%20Spooky%20physics%20paints%20microscopic%20artworks%20on%20quantum%20canvas#gallery
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the coldest temperature possible – a few billionths of a degree above absolute zero. At that intense 

temperature, the atoms slow down almost to a standstill, and essentially begin acting like one big atom. 

That makes quantum behavior visible on a large scale. Recent experiments have used BECs as a starting point 

to create unusual forms of matter such as supersolids, excitonium, "giant atoms" with other atoms inside 

them, and fluids exhibiting negative mass. 

For the new study, the UQ researchers explored the more artistic side of this strange stuff. They used the BEC 

as a kind of quantum canvas, reproducing images such as the Mona Lisa, Van Gogh's Starry Night, and 

photos of the researchers themselves. These images were projected backwards through a microscope so they 

came out tiny – only 100 microns wide, which is roughly the width of a human hair. Each pixel is composed 

of only about 50 atoms. 

PUBLICIDAD 

 

 

 

But it's not just a matter of using the BEC as a surface to project images onto, like you might do to 

create holograms on mist. The researchers are actually making use of the substance's spooky quantum 

properties to make the art. 
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One of the quirks of quantum physics is that in a system such as a BEC, the atoms don't have set positions 

until they're measured – before then, they're said to be distributed within the system. The most famous 

example of course is that of Schrödinger's Cat: a cat in a box with flask of poison and a radioactive "trigger" 

could be considered neither alive nor dead, but both at the same time. When you try to measure it (say by 

peeking into the box), the wave function of possibilities collapses into one state or the other. 

In the same way, the atoms inside the BEC are kind of everywhere at once, and only collapse into a set 

position once they're measured. In this case, that measurement involves shining the projected light onto the 

stuff. The light pushes the atoms around – in effect confirming that they're not where the light is – which 

concentrates the atoms inside the darker areas of the image. 

"The BEC state is destroyed by illuminating it with light, collapsing the quantum state with the act of 

measurement," Tyler Neely, lead researcher on the study, tells New Atlas. "The images shown do represent 

the density of the atoms, and I can consider each atom in the image to have a position within the accuracy of 

my measurement, behaving like a classical particle. However, prior to me taking the image, it is incorrect to 

think about each atom having a position, instead that it was distributed in the system." 

 

 

 

The images themselves are only black-and-white, but the team can add color by performing the experiment 

three times over with red, green and blue filters. These are then combined on a computer to create an 

approximate color image. 

Collapsing wave functions to produce images makes this a very strange new artistic medium – Schrödinger's 

Art, you might call it. The team is now looking to start collaborating with artists to help the concept reach its 

creative potential. 
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"I find the intersection between art and science fascinating," Neely tells us. "Part of this interplay is that 

science can provide new materials for artists to work with. I believe Bose-Einstein condensates represent such 

a new material. In contrast to all other artistic materials, BECs are not governed by classical physics, but 

instead realize macroscopic quantum mechanical states. Since a BEC can be described as a giant matter-wave, 

these artworks represent the first time non-classical matter has been used to produce such detailed pictures." 

Source: University of Queensland 
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Honeybees infect wild bumblebees through shared flowers 

Domestic beehives linked to spike in viral infections in nearby bumblebee populations 

University of Vermont 

Summary: 

Viruses in managed honeybees are spilling over to wild bumblebee populations though the shared use of 

flowers, a first-of-its-kind study reveals. This research suggests commercial apiaries may need to be kept 

away from areas where there are vulnerable native pollinator species, like the endangered rusty patched 

bumblebee. 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

Honeybee on flower (stock image). 

Credit: © Antony Cooper / Adobe Stock 

Many species of wild bumblebees are in decline -- and new research shows that diseases spread by domestic 

honeybees may be a major culprit. 

Several of the viruses associated with bumblebees' trouble are moving from managed bees in apiaries to 

nearby populations of wild bumblebees -- "and we show this spillover is likely occurring through flowers that 

https://stock.adobe.com/
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both kinds of bees share," says Samantha Alger, a scientist at the University of Vermont who led the new 

research. 

"Many wild pollinators are in trouble and this finding could help us protect bumblebees," she says. "This has 

implications for how we manage domestic bees and where we locate them." 

The first-of-its-kind study was published June 26 in the journal PLOS ONE. 

Virus Hunters 

Around the globe, the importance of wild pollinators has been gaining attention as diseases and declines in 

managed honeybees threaten key crops. Less well understood is that many of the threats to honeybees (Apis 

mellifera) -- including land degradation, certain pesticides, and diseases -- also threaten native bees, such as 

the rusty patched bumblebee, recently listed under the Endangered Species Act; it has declined by nearly 90% 

but was once an excellent pollinator of cranberries, plums, apples and other agricultural plants. 

The research team -- three scientists from the University of Vermont and one from the University of Florida -- 

explored 19 sites across Vermont. They discovered that two well-know RNA viruses found in honeybees -- 

deformed wing virus and black queen cell virus -- were higher in bumblebees collected less than 300 meters 

from commercial beehives. The scientists also discovered that active infections of the deformed wing virus 

were higher near these commercial apiaries but no deformed wing virus was found in the bumblebees they 

collected where foraging honeybees and apiaries were absent. 

Most impressive, the team detected viruses on 19% of the flowers they sampled from sites near apiaries. "I 

thought this was going to be like looking for a needle in a haystack. What are the chances that you're going to 

pick a flower and find a bee virus on it?" says Alger. "Finding this many was surprising." In contrast, the 

scientists didn't detect any bee viruses on flowers sampled more than one kilometer from commercial 

beehives. 

The UVM scientists -- including Alger and co-author Alex Burnham, a doctoral student -- and other bee 

experts have for some years suspected that RNA viruses might move from honeybees to bumblebees through 

shared flowers. But -- with the exception of one small study in a single apiary -- the degree to which these 

viruses can be "horizontally transmitted," the scientists write, with flowers as the bridge, has not been 

examined until now. 

Taken together, these results strongly suggest that "viruses in managed honeybees are spilling over to wild 

bumblebee populations and that flowers are an important route," says Alison Brody, a professor in UVM's 

Department of Biology, and senior author on the new PLOS study. "Careful monitoring and treating of 

diseased honeybee colonies could protect wild bees from these viruses as well as other pathogens or 

parasites." 

Just Like Chicken? 

Alger -- an expert beekeeper and researcher in UVM's Department of Plant & Soil Science and Gund Institute 

for Environment -- is deeply concerned about the long-distance transport of large numbers of honeybees for 

commercial pollination. "Big operators put hives on flatbed trucks and move them to California to pollinate 

almonds and then onto Texas for another crop," she says -- carrying their diseases wherever they go. And 

between bouts of work on monoculture farm fields, commercial bees are often taken to more pristine natural 

habitats "to rest and recover, where there is diverse, better forage," says Alger. 
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"This research suggests that we might want to keep apiaries outside of areas where there are vulnerable 

pollinator species, like the rusty patched bumblebees," Alger says, "especially because we have so much more 

to learn about what these viruses are actually doing to bumblebees." 

Honeybees are an important part of modern agriculture, but "they're non-native. They're livestock animals," 

Alger says. "A huge misconception in the public is that honeybees serve as the iconic image for pollinator 

conservation. That's ridiculous. It's like making chickens the iconic image of bird conservation." 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by University of Vermont. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Samantha A. Alger, P. Alexander Burnham, Humberto F. Boncristiani, Alison K. Brody. RNA virus 

spillover from managed honeybees (Apis mellifera) to wild bumblebees (Bombus spp.). PLOS ONE, 

2019; 14 (6): e0217822 DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0217822 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190626160339.htm  

https://www.uvm.edu/uvmnews/news/how-honeybees-may-infect-bumblebees
http://www.uvm.edu/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0217822
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190626160339.htm
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How Stories From Home Changed My Students 

 

By Marianne Leek 

 

 

There is me. And then there is a mountain. And then there is you. That is how I have always loved you, 

through faded photographs and faraway small talk and worn out stories. That is how I have always looked at 

you, through fog and windshield wipers and smoke. That is how I have always chased you, in the moments 

between the seconds that we were together, because that was all we ever had. That is how I have always 

known you.  

— 

from “The Mountain Between Us,” a personal essay by Dawson Mitchell, a junior at Hayesville High School 

in North Carolina 

 

In the past five years, there’s been a culture shift at Hayesville High School, where I teach. Students, teachers, 

coaches, and administrators have been on fire for reading and sharing stories — specifically stories that arise 

from our home in southern Appalachia.  

This literary perfect storm happened when we discovered the works of two great Carolina novelists, Ron Rash 

and David Joy. Frequently, the conversations that resulted from reading Rash’s poetry or Joy’s essays spilled 

into the hallways and carried over into other classes. Colton Thomas, a former student who now attends Mars 

Hill University, explained that until he found the genre of Appalachian literature that characterizes the work 

https://bittersoutherner.com/from-the-southern-perspective/how-stories-from-home-changed-my-students-david-joy-ron-rash-hayesville-high
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of Rash and Joy, “Reading had become more of a chore than actual enjoyment. Their books were relatable 

and reinvigorated my love for reading.”  

In 2016, I stumbled upon David Joy’s Where All Light Tends to Go quite by accident in an independent 

bookstore in Boulder, Colorado. Coincidentally, he lives less than an hour from where I teach. I read his book 

in one sitting and quietly passed it along to a student I knew would appreciate the story. I use the word quietly 

because, if you’ve read this book, you know it deals with some mature topics and themes that might not be 

considered “school-appropriate.”  Before I knew it, that copy made its way through most of my junior English 

students and half of our high school faculty, and was returned tattered, torn, dog-eared, and marked up.  

I quickly talked my principal into ordering 30 copies, all of which have over the past three years slowly, 

suspiciously, disappeared.  

I’m not sure why Where All Light Tends to Go resonated with so many. Perhaps it was the novel’s setting, 

less than an hour away; perhaps it was because the main character is a teenager who lives in poverty and is 

dealing with adult responsibilities and complicated family relationships. Perhaps trying to figure it out 

trivializes the magic of us simply enjoying and sharing a good story. It just seemed to be the right book at the 

right time for many of us. Around this time The Bitter Southerner published Joy’s essay “Digging in the 

Trash,” which examines poverty, stereotypes, and class issues in southern Appalachia. Not only did students 

read the article and discuss it with each other and their teachers, but many also gave the article to their parents 

to read. The essay became fodder for dinner-table conversations throughout our small county.  

One of my students read Joy’s first novel, Where All Light Tends to Go at the same time she was struggling 

with losing her father to a degenerative disease. She texted me the morning of his death with a line from Joy’s 

book, “There’s a place where all light tends to go, and I guess that place is Heaven.” That one text message 

was affirmation enough that reading and the power of story deeply matter in the lives of human beings. And I 

was immediately reminded of a line from Ron Rash's novel One Foot in Eden, “But nothing is solid and 

permanent. Our lives are raised on the shakiest foundations. You don't need to read history books to know 

that. You only have to know the history of your own life.” 

After that text message, I realized just how important it was to meet this author and for him to meet my 

students.  

In May of 2017, Joy visited Hayesville High for the first time. He dove into a raw discussion about hard 

topics with more than 60 students, teachers, and administrators. Joy wrote this about the that first experience: 

“We talked about class issues and poverty, we talked about drug use and addiction, we talked about violence, 

we talked about life and death. I shared some of my stories, and I was lucky enough that some of those 

students trusted me with theirs. What I can tell you is these ‘kids’ are thinking an awful lot about big issues. 

What I can tell you is that they’re more willing to engage in meaningful conversation than most adults I come 

across. I was amazed at the honesty and the bravery they showed. I was honored they let me hug their necks.” 

It has since become a literary rite of passage for my students to meet with Joy and the nearly legendary Ron 

Rash to discuss life, craft, and all things Appalachia.  

 

Ron Rash visits us once a year to talk to the students and teachers at our school about writing, literature, and 

Appalachian culture. The students already know Rash’s novels, poetry, and short stories. Maggie Thurmond, 

a junior and Clay County native, explains why his stories are so relatable to her, “There are so many 

stereotypes about how Southern people talk, act, and carry themselves. Too often we are portrayed in books, 

short stories, and the media as unintelligent hicks that cannot amount to anything in society. Those outside of 

https://bittersoutherner.com/digging-in-the-trash-david-joy
https://bittersoutherner.com/digging-in-the-trash-david-joy
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Appalachia see us as people who wear overalls, are barefoot, and carry a shotgun. As a teenager who has 

grown up in this isolated, mountainous region, it is painful to see myself and the people I know and love 

portrayed this way. When I came across the writings of David Joy and Ron Rash, it was like a breath of fresh 

mountain air. For once, I found books, poems, and short stories that accurately portrayed what life here is 

really like. Their books show characters from this region that are intelligent, articulate, hard-working, people. 

They tell the truth of the hardships and struggles that we face that other people could never understand.”  

 

After his last visit, Rash commented on our students’ level of engagement and inquiry: “I've always been 

impressed with how carefully the students read my work, and how their questions and comments go beyond 

the obvious to deeper levels, such as issues on craft, such as importance of point of view and structure.” 

It makes a deep impression on our students to talk with Rash, whose four books of poetry, six collections of 

short stories, and seven novels have landed him on The New York Times’ bestseller list and won him global 

acclaim. It empowers our students when he tells them, “There are three things that Southerners do well. We 

cook, we play music, and we write great literature.”  

In the South, we have a tradition of sharing stories that feels as fundamental and essential as breathing. Often, 

these stories come in the form of songs, sermons, fish tales, or gossip. We share stories in the checkout line at 

the grocery store, at the ballfield, in church, and at family reunions. Most students crave the connection that 

comes from writing and sharing their personal story, and they want to be able to connect with characters and 

places in the stories they are asked to read. For teachers like me, the tradition requires considering what 

literature and writing assignments are a good fit for our students. Or, as Joy once explained it to my students, 

“Life’s too short for shitty books.”  

When teachers offer choice and engaging reading and writing options, students tend to find both reading and 

writing cathartic and meaningful, and frequently the right writing opportunities can help a student make sense 

of or come to terms with experience. It often begins a healing process for them. Many of these students have 

been in school together on the same rural campus — which also serves as the largest employer in our county 

— since daycare, their stories and histories interconnected by their unique small-town education experience. 
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As high school sophomores, students create a writing keepsake that includes over 35 polished pieces of 

writing. They continue this writing project as juniors. Their writing becomes an attestation of where they 

come from, who they are, and who they want to become, a project that encourages students to make 

connections between place, literature, and personal experience.  

After reading “Digging in the Trash,” Kaden Metcalf, a high school junior, talked about a line from that 

essay: “The kids I grew up with came to know truths that don’t reach most people until they’re adults if they 

ever reach them at all.”  

She said, “People from our area really see the harsher parts of life that most others are spared from enduring. 

We live through rough times and learn from them. In my younger years, I can recall times when we didn’t 

have a roof over our head and times when we didn’t have three meals a day. I can recall being around others 

who had it just as bad and still others that had it worse than I. I would rather be surrounded by poor and 

impoverished people than the ones who have always had. When you grow up scrounging for everything you 

have, and your family is living paycheck to paycheck, you learn so many life lessons. You learn the true 

meaning of a hard day’s work and earning your keep.”  

Another student explained to the class he could relate to Joy’s writing because he remembers his family being 

so poor that they had to search for change to buy gas and groceries. He described how he and his siblings 

frequently had to wait for the things other students had and that his family did the best they could to provide. 

He also expressed dismay at the stereotype of the poor as “jobless losers who drive big trucks and yell a lot, 

because a lot of people in this area are hardworking people who do their best to live a happy life.”  

* * * 

Every child’s home is just that — their home. But fewer and fewer teenagers live with two biological parents. 

A staggering number of my students has lost an immediate family member to drug abuse and addiction. 

Sadly, the majority of my students have survived some sort of trauma by the time they reach high school.  

In many rural communities, teenagers are working jobs only to turn their paychecks over to family members 

to help with household expenses. In small communities, students often have responsibilities on family farms 

before they even make it to school in the mornings.  

In the South, we take the concept of home seriously. It’s blasphemy to criticize a child’s living circumstances, 

how they dress, how they smell, or what their parents or grandparents do for a living. Even in the harshest of 

living conditions, at the end of the day, that is a child’s home, and that is their family.  

And family? Well, that’s just it — you love your family.  

Buried beneath the rural, idyllic landscape of our region, mottled with churches, barns, flowers, and flags, lies 

a new and harsh reality — communities struggling with a rise in both poverty and addiction. Stories such as 

Rash’s “The Ascent” examine the complex and layered relationships between drugs, addicts, and the family 

members who continue to love the addicts and extend them grace.  

Students crave stories that examine human frailty and families that are real. Too many teenagers today deal 

with poverty, hunger, homelessness, mental illness, addiction, domestic violence, and profound loss. Yet, as 

teachers, are we supposed to ignore all that and convince kids who don’t even know where they will sleep that 

night it’s important to identify the theme in a passage that bores them?  

Emily Burch, a Hayesville High graduate now at East Tennessee State University, explains the attraction this 

way: “Both David Joy and Ron Rash write about this side of southern Appalachia that a lot of people don’t 

think about, or at least don’t want to think about. Both of these writers write about a darkness and realness 
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and about what it can be like to grow up in Southern Appalachia. Being able to read their works and talk 

about it as a class really helped me grow as a person. I loved having those deep conversations. They gave me 

a new perspective about things happening around us. Meeting Ron Rash and David Joy and talking to them 

about reading, writing, and life in general is one of my favorite memories from high school. Our class and 

both of those authors helped me find something that I didn’t know I was looking for — the love for reading.”  

Dawson Mitchell wrote about how many teenagers feel conflicted about their small town Southern roots. The 

idea that nothing good can come from Nazareth is a belief too often shared by rural teenagers. But just as 

Phillip told Nathanael in the gospel of John, I hear something in me whisper, “Come and see.”   

Mitchell explains, “One day in English class, Mrs. Leek pulled out two books — one by David Joy and one 

by Ron Rash. I had no clue what those names meant or who they were. I understood the importance of 

reading works by authors from our region, but honestly I didn’t have high expectations. And I regret that 

more than anything — that I had conditioned myself to think the same as so many people who believe that 

this place and everything that comes from it is nothingness. My heart was in no way prepared for what I 

would read, and I think that made the experience even more special. They told the truth. Their stories and 

words were genuine. They painted pictures in my mind that made me stop, close my book, and think for a 

moment — because they were what I saw and knew in my everyday life. They were familiar to me, because 

they came from a place that I so deeply struggled to call home.”  

* * * 

Sharing and discussing stories from our mountains didn’t just change the perspective of our students; it began 

a paradigm shift among our faculty as well. Jonathan Hensley and Will Penland are teachers and coaches who 

are committed to changing the stereotypical rhetoric about male coaches and athletes. Hensley says too many 

people are surprised to find out he is a reader. “Coach Hensley is a closet scholar!” is a statement that makes 

him cringe.  

“I guess the stereotype of a male coach in Appalachia is limited to Xs and Os,” he says, referring to the play 

charts drawn in every locker room. But what many people in our area did not know about Coach Hensley is 

that his roots in Appalachia run deep and literature from the mountains has always been his favorite genre. He 

describes it as reading something he can relate to. The visits from Rash and Joy have changed the way he 

views reading in general. Now, discussing their works in the classroom helps him build relationships with his 

students and colleagues. Being able to spend time with these authors has allowed him to ask questions about 

topics that range from a fishing sweet spot to why a character was given a particular name.  

Coach Penland echoes Hensley.  

“When I began trading and sharing books with my students and colleagues, we began to open up and discuss 

not only books, but other influences in our lives,” he says. “As an educator, our job is to teach a subject, but 

more importantly we should be passionate about impacting the lives of young people through relationships 

and motivating them to pursue happiness in this life. Reading, especially books by regional writers, provides a 

powerful opportunity to engage in a cultural shift — breaking down stereotypes and relating to people in a 

whole different way.” 

Classrooms should feel alive. Classrooms should have energy. Classrooms should vibrate with possibility. 

Students want to engage in class discussions on deeper issues. In fact, they crave it. They want to think deeply 

and critically. They want to be part of a learning community. They want to cooperate and work with others. 

They want to belong. They want to solve problems. They want to create.  
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That means it matters when we create a climate of inclusivity and community in the classroom. Teachers have 

a responsibility to promote academic discourse that connects literature and writing to broader questions 

concerning humanity and current social trends and issues. Every teacher must embrace diversity and teach 

their students that finding beauty in the cultural traditions of others in no way diminishes the beauty of their 

own. It is imperative that we show compassion and kindness to every student, not only because it is the right 

thing to do, but also because we realize every student is of inestimable value and every student’s story 

matters.  

The focus of education should always be relationships, relevance, and rigor – in that order. Each must come 

before the other. I love teaching and learning, and I am passionate about teaching children they matter. They 

matter at school, but more importantly, they matter in the broader context of humanity.  

There is within each child infinite possibility and opportunity to do good in this world, and even a single 

teacher has the power to steer students toward those positive possibilities. I want students to love reading, 

writing, thinking, and learning, and I know this to be universally true: Teachers who intentionally, 

consistently, and personally invest in their students turn out students who invest in themselves and others. 

That kind of attention can keep a child from dropping out of school. That kind of attention produces better 

attendance and test scores.  

But in the life of a child, scores and grades aren’t what will matter most. What matters most is how we teach 

them to find value in themselves, others, and the world around them. 

 

https://bittersoutherner.com/from-the-southern-perspective/how-stories-from-home-changed-my-students-

david-joy-ron-rash-hayesville-high?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=bacfc8a0c8-

Friday_2019_06_28&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-bacfc8a0c8-

92223085&goal=0_8269ec3593-bacfc8a0c8-92223085&mc_cid=bacfc8a0c8&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff 

  

https://bittersoutherner.com/from-the-southern-perspective/how-stories-from-home-changed-my-students-david-joy-ron-rash-hayesville-high?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=bacfc8a0c8-Friday_2019_06_28&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-bacfc8a0c8-92223085&goal=0_8269ec3593-bacfc8a0c8-92223085&mc_cid=bacfc8a0c8&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff
https://bittersoutherner.com/from-the-southern-perspective/how-stories-from-home-changed-my-students-david-joy-ron-rash-hayesville-high?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=bacfc8a0c8-Friday_2019_06_28&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-bacfc8a0c8-92223085&goal=0_8269ec3593-bacfc8a0c8-92223085&mc_cid=bacfc8a0c8&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff
https://bittersoutherner.com/from-the-southern-perspective/how-stories-from-home-changed-my-students-david-joy-ron-rash-hayesville-high?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=bacfc8a0c8-Friday_2019_06_28&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-bacfc8a0c8-92223085&goal=0_8269ec3593-bacfc8a0c8-92223085&mc_cid=bacfc8a0c8&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff
https://bittersoutherner.com/from-the-southern-perspective/how-stories-from-home-changed-my-students-david-joy-ron-rash-hayesville-high?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=bacfc8a0c8-Friday_2019_06_28&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-bacfc8a0c8-92223085&goal=0_8269ec3593-bacfc8a0c8-92223085&mc_cid=bacfc8a0c8&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff
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EXCERPT 

THE FRIEND 

Joakim Zander, translated by Elizabeth Clark Wessel 

JUNE 26, 2019 

 

The following is an exclusive excerpt from The Friend, Joakim Zander’s anticipated new international thriller, 

in which a young aspiring Swedish diplomat finds himself embroiled in a passionate affair with a handsome 

local he met on his first night of an internship in Beirut, only to become compromised in the face of 

allegations against his new lover. It’s then up to Zander’s heroine Klara Walldeen to get to the bottom of a 

very complicated situation. 

Some things happen so fast. Jacob Seger lands in Beirut, confused. He slept on the plane, so perhapshe’s still 

half asleep as he follows a stream of travelers headed to border control, to the heavily armed policemen or sol

diers or whatever they are, who ask him why he’s visiting Beirut, how long heplans to stay, why he doesn’t ha

ve diplomatic status if he’s going to be working at the Swedishembassy. 

“Intern,” he says. “I’m just an intern. Not a diplomat.” 

Not yet, he wants to add, slowly starting to wake up. I’m not a diplomat yet. This is just the first step. This 

and getting his degree in political science at Uppsala. All he has to do is pass that gruelingstatistics exam 

and complete this internship, then write his thesis. After that he’ll get a 

https://crimereads.com/category/excerpts/
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real job atthe Ministry for Foreign Affairs. That’s his goal. He’s been dreaming about it for the four years he’s

been in Uppsala, buying The Economist, studying up on heads of state in obscure 

Asian countries,Swedish exports, and Nobel laureates so he can pass the Foreign Service entrance exam. A bl

uediplomatic passport and a calfskin leather briefcase, that’s the goal. He just needs to get a handle onhis Fren

ch and 

Arabic. A tiny, familiar squirt of anxiety shoots through him there at the counter,while a man in uniform with 

a tired, neutral expression looks him over. Languages are his Achilles’ 

heel, and unfortunately they’re key in a diplomatic career. He tenses up at just the thought of sittingin a classr

oom, memorizing vocabulary. It doesn’t even help that his Arabic teacher, Hassan Aziz, anIraqi man in his six

ties with thick gray hair and a 

knitted tie, has offered to give him private lessonsat his apartment outside Stockholm. 

“I can see how much you want to learn, Jacob,” Hassan often tells 

him, patiently, after class. “Butyou have to practice at home too. You’re welcome to come to my home once a 

week, and we’ll work on it together if you like.” 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

But Jacob feels ill just thinking about studying at home. He can’t stand the thought of hours spenton a train an

d a subway getting to and from Hassan’s suburban apartment. He doesn’t have theenergy for that 

struggle. He just wants to be able to do it. Like in The Matrix: “I know kung fu.” 

He shakes off the thought. It doesn’t matter. He’ll take 

care of French and Arabic later. He surelycan’t be stopped by that; it would 

be too unfair. He’s meant for this life, meant for airports andimportant missions. 

His spirits lift again when the police officer or soldier or whoever he 

is hands him back his passport,his anticipation increasing as he passes by border control and follows the green

 signs toward theexit. 

The arrival hall is full of a stifling Mediterranean humidity, automobile exhaust, cigarette smoke, andtaxi driv

ers holding handwritten signs in Arabic, which Jacob should be able to read after his half-year course in 

the language, but he dejectedly realizes he can’t. His pulse starts to race 

again. Willthey test him on his Arabic at the embassy? He got this internship by claiming upper-

intermediateproficiency in Arabic. Was that 

a lie? He decides to consider it a question of definition. Travelerspush and jostle their way out toward the park

ing lots and taxi queues, while Jacob stops and looksaround. 

HE GOT THIS INTERNSHIP BY CLAIMING UPPER-INTERMEDIATE PROFICIENCY IN ARABIC. 

WAS THAT A LIE? HE DECIDES TO CONSIDER IT A QUESTION OF DEFINITION. 

Someone was supposed to meet him here. Someone 

from the embassy. He was expecting tosee a sign for “Seger” there among the taxidrivers, and he scans them a

gain with the samedistressing result. 

He’d hoped a black Mercedes ora Volvo would be waiting for him, the embassy’ssecond-in-

command sitting in the back seat with abriefing on Jacob’s first mission. Somenegotiation or a meeting with t

he Lebanese government, or maybe he’d be sent out directly on a fact-

finding mission to a refugee camp orstraight to a cocktail party at the French embassy. Childish, of course: he 

knew it wouldn’t be likethat right away, not on 

the first day, but he’d expected something, some indication. A task. Theopportunity to show them he was a m

an with a future ahead of him. Someone to remember.Somebody to bet on. 
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But no one is here. Nobody has his name on a sign. No stressed-out European is scanning the arrival hall. 

Jacob takes out his phone. He made sure his cell phone would work here, just one small detail in 

his preparation. It’s expensive to call—he knows that—

and if there’s one thing he doesn’t have, it’smoney. But he looks up the number he 

received a few weeks ago for an Agneta Adelheim, whiletaking a seat on a bench. 

It’s important to be quick-

witted, resourceful. Never end up the victim of circumstances; takecontrol of the situation and handle it. It ma

kes him happy to see the Adelheim name again. Not justsome boring old Andersson. He even looked it up, an

d it is indeed aristocratic. That feels good. That’s where he’s headed, a world 

of diplomats with aristocratic last names. A small rush ofsatisfaction tingles up his spine as he pushes on her n

ame in his contacts list, and the phone starts toring. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

But Agneta doesn’t answer, and 

his call isn’t forwarded to an answering machine. After fifteen rings,he stops trying, closes his eyes, and leans 

back on the bench. The concrete is cool against 

the short blond hair of his neck. He’s sitting in the airport in Beirut. His first time 

in the Middle East. His firsttime outside of Europe. For a moment it 

feels like he’s drowning; he gasps for breath, opens his eyeswide. 

“No, no, no,” he says out loud to himself. 

He calms himself down. Time to be resourceful. 

He calls Agneta Adelheim again. When she answers on the second ring, relief washes over him. 

“Oh no,” she says when Jacob introduces himself. “I’m so sorry. I was sure it was next week you were 

coming. I’ll be there in half an hour.” 

Jacob hangs up, shaking off his disappointment. They forgot about 

him. It’s a setback, but things likethat happen. They have a lot on their plate. Of course things fall through the 

cracks. A person can’tkeep track of every little detail. It doesn’t mean he won’t be able to amaze them. 

He pulls a copy of Dagens Nyheter out of his newly purchased brown leather briefcase. He’s beencarrying the

 newspaper since boarding the 

flight in Stockholm, but only now does he open it. Mightas well get up to speed on the latest news, he thinks, 

skimming the front page. He’s mainly 

looking foranything related to Beirut. He read online about the demonstrations taking place at the government

headquarters. About garbage not being picked up, filling the streets with stench and disease because 

the government is so corrupt and dysfunctional. But none of that is in 

this newspaper. Instead, thereis some Swedish Security Service scandal breaking in Sweden. He remembers h

earing about it on thenews yesterday, but he was too preoccupied to make much sense of it. 

Now he has time. A half hour at least, and as he unfolds the newspaper, he sees a photo of a red-

haired woman in her thirties, dressed professionally, taking up half the first page. Green eyes and aresolute 

expression, she’s standing at some kind of press conference. 

The headline reads: 

Russia Behind Riots in the Suburbs 
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Jacob devours the article in just a few minutes, then reads the editorial and all the follow-

up articles.Apparently, a Russian company with direct links to the Kremlin paid a Swedish professor to 

write a report for the Council of the European Union to persuade them to 

increase the privatization ofEuropean police forces. In the meantime, that same company helped to organize ri

ots in severalsuburbs to coincide with the presentation of that report to the EU ministers during a meeting in 

Stockholm last week. Their goal was to destabilize the 

police and increase opportunities for privatecompanies with Russian 

ties to take over some policing duties. And Säpo, the Swedish Security 

Service, knew about the whole plot and allowed it to happen. 

JACOB PUTS DOWN THE NEWSPAPER WITH HIS HEART POUNDING IN HIS CHEST. IT’S LIKE A 

SPY MOVIE. SO EXCITING, AND YET THE MORE HE READS ABOUT IT, THE MORE JEALOUS HE 

GETS. 

Jacob flips back to the front page again, to thepicture of the attractive red-

haired woman.Gabriella Seichelmann. An attorney at one ofSweden’s most prestigious firms. She was thewhi

stleblower on all of this. Apparently, therewere other people involved, but she’s the public 

face. She’s the one who presented the witnessstatements and documentation to journalists, whowere allowed t

o read them only if they promisednot to publish anything classified. The documentswere verified by the journ

alists, but Säpo is still refusing to comment. 

Jacob puts down the newspaper with his heart pounding in his 

chest. It’s like a spy movie. Soexciting, and yet the more he reads about it, the more jealous he gets. 

That lawyer. She can’t be that much older than him? Five, six years 

at the most? He sighs deeply. Canyou imagine being in the middle of something like that? Standing up to 

powerful people. Your faceand name splashed across every newspaper. It makes him feel so small. His 

internship, his unfinished statistics exam. His inability to master the languages he needs for a career that 

still won’t be nearly as dazzling 

as what this Seichelmann has already achieved. Maybe he should have gone into lawinstead? 

His phone beeps. Maybe Agneta is finally here. But he takes it out, and it’s only Simon. Of course. 

Have you landed yet, babe? 

Babe. It annoys Jacob. How long is it going to take Simon to understand what they had this spring isover? Th

ey’ve barely seen each other all summer. Does Jacob really have to spell it out? 

Sure, it was exciting. And it meant a lot more to Jacob than he’d let on to Simon. And maybe therecould have 

been something more, something that made the word babe seem like a good fit. If Jacobhad 

given in and let go. If he’d abandoned himself to the whole thing. But 

it moved too fast. Simonstarted talking about moving in together after 

just three weeks. Jacob felt the urge to be together allthe time too. Felt like he never wanted to leave their bed.

 But he forced himself, refused to 

give in tothe flesh. That wasn’t what he’d gone to Uppsala for. It wasn’t part of the plan. Not at all. And prett

ysoon Simon started talking about meeting Jacob’s parents. 

“You could at least tell me about them,” he’d said. “I bet your 

mother is so glamorous and yourfather so strict. I bet their sex life is hot.” 

That’s when Jacob couldn’t take any more. He couldn’t tell Simon 

about his parents. He’d left themfar, far behind the person he’d become after leaving Eskilstuna, the small tow
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n where he grew up.They weren’t a part of who he was, who he was going to be. They didn’t fit 

into the Uppsala versionof Jacob Seger. The diplomat version. 

“Jacob?” 

A voice startles him out of this line of thought, and when he looks 

up he sees a woman in her fiftieswith gray hair, wearing a thin navy-blue dress, standing in front of him. 

“I’m Agneta Adelheim,” she says. “I’m so sorry to make you wait.” 

__________________________________ 

From THE FRIEND. Used with the permission of the publisher, Harper. Copyright © 2019 by Joakim 

Zander. Translation copyright © Elizabeth Clark Wessel. 

 

 

https://crimereads.com/the-friend/  

https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062914996/the-friend/
https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062914996/the-friend/
https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062914996/the-friend/
https://crimereads.com/the-friend/
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Meta-study suggests anxiety can be reduced by altering gut bacteria, but not with probiotics 

HEALTH & WELLBEING 

 

Rich Haridy 

 

 

 

An examination of 21 different studies revealed non-probiotic dietary changes may be more effective than 

probiotics in altering a person's gut microbiome, leading to mental health 

improvements(Credit: lightsource/Depositphotos) 

It is still early days in the field of gut microbiome research, and while an assortment of research is beginning 

to draw compelling connections between our gut bacteria population and our mental health, there are still 

plenty of unanswered questions. For example, can anxiety disorders be treated by simply altering a person's 

microbiome? And if so, what is the best way to change one's gut bacteria – simply altering a daily diet or 

consuming probiotics? 

https://newatlas.com/health-wellbeing/
https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://newatlas.com/gut-bacteria-microbiome-anxiety-probiotics-metastudy/59770/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics&utm_content=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics+CID_bf5dc9c5d19a3eb90635afa8112ad432&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics#gallery
https://newatlas.com/gut-bacteria-microbiome-anxiety-probiotics-metastudy/59770/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics&utm_content=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics+CID_bf5dc9c5d19a3eb90635afa8112ad432&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics#gallery
https://depositphotos.com/220133480/stock-photo-gut-bacteria-probiotic-bacterium-small.html
https://newatlas.com/gut-bacteria-microbiome-revolutions-round-up/55786/
https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://newatlas.com/gut-bacteria-microbiome-anxiety-probiotics-metastudy/59770/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-21 082938 Other Daily Basic 2019-05-21 083256 Meta-study suggests anxiety can be reduced by altering gut bacteria but not with probiotics&utm_content=2019-05-21 082938 Other Daily Basic 2019-05-21 083256 Meta-study suggests anxiety can be reduced by altering gut bacteria but not with probiotics+CID_bf5dc9c5d19a3eb90635afa8112ad432&utm_source=Campaign Monitor&utm_term=Meta-study suggests anxiety can be reduced by altering gut bacteria but not with probiotics#gallery
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To try and answer some of those questions, a team of a Chinese researchers conducted a meta-study 

incorporating 21 published studies and over 1,500 subjects. About two thirds of the studies were investigating 

the effects of probiotics on the microbiome, while the other seven studies looked at non-probiotic microbiome 

interventions such as dietary changes or non-probiotic supplements. All 21 studies incorporated some kind of 

metric to measure anxiety symptoms. 

The results interestingly found only 36 percent of the probiotic trials were found to successfully reduce 

symptoms of anxiety, whereas 86 percent of the non-probiotic interventions were effective. The researchers 

subsequently conclude, "although we can regulate the intestinal flora in two ways, the non-probiotic 

intervention is significantly better than the probiotic intervention." 

The study hypothesizes three possible reasons why non-probiotic microbiome interventions may be more 

effective than probiotic interventions. First, it is suggested that as gut bacteria is mostly fueled by the food we 

eat, it is clear that diet can fundamentally regulate the growth of different bacterial populations. Secondly, the 

researchers note the 14 probiotic studies examined used a diverse array of bacterial species from study to 

study, resulting in different microbiome effects. Finally, it is hypothesized that the short duration of the 

majority of the studies, often just one or two months, may be too short for directly imported probiotic bacteria 

to take hold and significantly alter the microbiome. 

PUBLICIDAD 

The meta-study is undeniably fascinating but its conclusions are in no way definitive, primarily due to the 

major lack of heterogeneity across the collected studies. Not only did all the examined studies have different 

research design types but they did not even have consistent measurement metrics. For example, while all 

studies did include some kind of self-reported anxiety metric, there were over half a dozen different 

questionnaire scales utilized, making it nearly impossible to generalize a singular measure of anxiety 

improvement from study to study. 

Alongside this problem, the meta-study also blended studies looking at patients with chronic diseases 

alongside studies focusing on healthy patients. Inflammatory bowel disease, obesity and fibromyalgia were all 

chronic conditions associated with anxiety symptoms in the studies, however, it is unclear whether an IBS 

patient with anxiety can be reasonably equated with a healthy subject with anxiety. 

Nevertheless, the researchers do reasonably note all the limitations inherent to this particular meta-study, and 

clearly suggest, "more relevant clinical intervention studies should be carried out with the unified anxiety 

assessment scales and statistical methods being used to clarify the relationship between intestinal flora 

adjustment and improvement of anxiety symptoms." 

And, despite the need for further clinical work to clear up some of these issues, there is a growing body of 

research questioning the efficacy and benefits of probiotic supplements. From a recent finding that probiotics 

can evolve in the gut resulting in a negative influence on its host, to the discovery they can grow out of 

control in the intestine and cause bloating and brain fogginess, it is fair to suggest that simple, healthy dietary 

interventions may be the safest and most effective way to nurture a healthy microbiome. 

The new research was published in the journal General Psychiatry. 

Source: BMJ via EurekAlert 
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https://newatlas.com/gut-bacteria-microbiome-anxiety-probiotics-metastudy/59770/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics&utm_content=2019-05-21%20082938%20Other%20Daily%20Basic%202019-05-21%20083256%20Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics+CID_bf5dc9c5d19a3eb90635afa8112ad432&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Meta-study%20suggests%20anxiety%20can%20be%20reduced%20by%20altering%20gut%20bacteria%20but%20not%20with%20probiotics
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Some extinct crocs were vegetarians 

Comparisons of the teeth of extinct crocodyliforms to modern day animals allow new insights into diet 

University of Utah 

Summary: 

Based on careful study of fossilized teeth, scientists have found that multiple ancient groups of 

crocodyliforms -- the group including living and extinct relatives of crocodiles and alligators -- were not the 

carnivores we know today. Evidence suggests that a veggie diet arose in the distant cousins of modern 

crocodylians at least three times. 

FULL STORY 

 

 

American alligator (stock image). 

Credit: © Mark Kostich / Adobe Stock 

Based on careful study of fossilized teeth, scientists Keegan Melstom and Randall Irmis at the Natural History 

Museum of Utah at the University of Utah have found that multiple ancient groups of crocodyliforms -- the 

group including living and extinct relatives of crocodiles and alligators -- were not the carnivores we know 

today, as reported in the journal Current Biology on June 27. In fact, the evidence suggests that a veggie diet 

arose in the distant cousins of modern crocodylians at least three times. 

https://stock.adobe.com/
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"The most interesting thing we discovered was how frequently it seems extinct crocodyliforms ate plants," 

said Keegan Melstrom, a doctoral student at the University of Utah. "Our study indicates that complexly-

shaped teeth, which we infer to indicate herbivory, appear in the extinct relatives of crocodiles at least three 

times and maybe as many as six." 

All living crocodylians possess a similar general body shape and ecology to match their lifestyle as 

semiaquatic generalist carnivores, which includes relatively simple, conical teeth. It was clear from the start 

of the study that extinct species showed a different pattern, including species with many specializations not 

seen today. One such specialization is a feature known as heterodonty: regionalized differences in tooth size 

or shape. 

"Carnivores possess simple teeth whereas herbivores have much more complex teeth," Melstrom explained. 

"Omnivores, organisms that eat both plant and animal material, fall somewhere in between. Part of my earlier 

research showed that this pattern holds in living reptiles that have teeth, such as crocodylians and lizards. So 

these results told us that the basic pattern between diet and teeth is found in both mammals and reptiles, 

despite very different tooth shapes, and is applicable to extinct reptiles." 

To infer what those extinct crocodyliforms most likely ate, Melstrom and his graduate advisor, chief curator 

Randall Irmis, compared the tooth complexity of extinct crocodyliforms to those of living animals using a 

method originally developed for use in living mammals. Overall, they measured 146 teeth from 16 different 

species of extinct crocodyliforms. 

Using a combination of quantitative dental measurements and other morphological features, the researchers 

reconstructed the diets of those extinct crocodyliforms. The results show that those animals had a wider range 

of dental complexities and presumed dietary ecologies than had been appreciated previously. 

Plant-eating crocodyliforms appeared early in the evolutionary history of the group, the researchers conclude, 

shortly after the end-Triassic mass extinction, and persisted until the end-Cretaceous mass extinction that 

killed off all dinosaurs except birds. Their analysis suggests that herbivory arose independently a minimum of 

three times, and possibly six times, in Mesozoic crocodyliforms. 

"Our work demonstrates that extinct crocodyliforms had an incredibly varied diet," Melstrom said. "Some 

were similar to living crocodylians and were primarily carnivorous, others were omnivores and still others 

likely specialized in plants. The herbivores lived on different continents at different times, some alongside 

mammals and mammal relatives, and others did not. This suggests that an herbivorous crocodyliform was 

successful in a variety of environments!" 

Melstrom says they are continuing to reconstruct the diets of extinct crocodyliforms, including in fossilized 

species that are missing teeth. He also wants to understand why the extinct relatives of crocodiles diversified 

so radically after one mass extinction but not another, and whether dietary ecology could have played a role. 

This research was supported by the US National Science Foundation, the Welles Fund from the University of 

California Museum of Paleontology and the University of Utah Department of Geology & Geophysics 

Chapman Fund. 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by University of Utah. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 

 

https://unews.utah.edu/croc-teeth/
https://www.utah.edu/
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Related Multimedia: 

 False color 3D images showing the range in shape of crocodyliform teeth; life reconstructions of 

extinct crocodyliforms; 3D tooth prints of the extinct crocodyliform Chimaerasuchus and other fossil 

crocodyliforms 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Keegan M. Melstrom, Randall B. Irmis. Repeated Evolution of Herbivorous Crocodyliforms during 

the Age of Dinosaurs. Current Biology, 2019; DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2019.05.076 

 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190627113958.htm 

  

https://unews.utah.edu/croc-teeth/
https://unews.utah.edu/croc-teeth/
https://unews.utah.edu/croc-teeth/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2019.05.076
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190627113958.htm
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Found Domestic Furniture Transformed Into Raw Architectural Models by Ted Lott 

KATE SIERZPUTOWSKI 

 

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/ted-lott-furniture/
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/about/#kate
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Sculptor Ted Lott builds wooden artworks based on one of human beings’ most fundamental requirements, 

exploring the different ways in which we’ve devised shelter as a product of the industrial revolution. Lott 

examines modern architecture at its core by building tiny scale models without the decorative designs 

imposed by exterior siding and paint. He then combines these bare yet elegant structures with domestic 

furniture, fusing the basic necessities of home with the comforts provided from within. 

To build his works, Lott uses a bandsaw as a scaled sawmill to generate miniature pieces of wood and other 

proportioned raw materials. Found and vintage furniture provide the base of his structures which are then lit 

from within as if someone is home. 

“Like us, these structures are regular, nevertheless they strive to be unique, transforming their everyday bones 

into something beyond the banalities of basic needs,” Lott explains in his artist statement. “To me, this is the 

reason for making objects, to take the ordinary and make it extraordinary. Through this process we point to 

the complex interaction of necessity, artistry, economy, function and beauty present in the original objects, 

while highlighting the possibilities of transformation and growth that are a requirement for the continuation 

and evolution of life.” 

Lott received his BFA from the Maine College of Art and an MFA from the University of Wisconsin-

Madison. You can see more of the artist’s hybrid wooden works on his website and Instagram. 

 

https://tedlott.com/section/77975.html
https://tedlott.com/news.html
https://www.meca.edu/
https://www.wisc.edu/
https://www.wisc.edu/
https://tedlott.com/section/77975.html
https://www.instagram.com/tedworks/
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https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/ted-lott-furniture/?mc_cid=df194e1128&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f 

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/ted-lott-furniture/?mc_cid=df194e1128&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f
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Trobairitz (Estat ai en greu cossiries . . . ) 

by Ange Mlinko 

 

Issue no. 214 (Fall 2015) 

As the undisputed delivery system  

for this pathogen,  

you ought to be attending me,  

not some wedding, indiscreetly  

escorting a woman  

past the nectariferous stamens 

of a hundred lilies in their prime,  

and your coupledom’s.  

Ill though I may be (with bronchitis  

or love, probably both), I fight this  

with the double rhythms  

of weeding and wedding rhyme. 

In the courtyard, unwanted outgrowths  

are properly yanked.  

I don’t know what is less reminiscent of  

the back transformation of laurel into love  

than outranked,  

antiquated, turgid, infirm oaths! 

The climbing rose (“Don Juan”)  

picks up where  

the citrus leaves off—wintry lemon  

giving way to a diabolic crimson  

dunned from the air  

of June, and making all months June. 

Primavera’s diktat: Fiammante. We have,  

we are. I’ve tried  

to avoid inflammation by poison ivy,  

its dissembling look, its leaflets of three.  

But as I pluck—triad  

missing a harmonic stave— 

I sing contagiously, so as not to cough.  

So twelfth-century of us:  

we erase the t, the i, the m, the e  

to quantify eternity on a Catullian abacus.  

It rains to occult the roving sun when we love. 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=4125bc135a&e=d538c8f2e0 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=4125bc135a&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=4125bc135a&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=4125bc135a&e=d538c8f2e0
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Let the Camera Testify: Roger May’s Photographic Hymn to His Mountain Home 

 

Photography and Artist’s Statements by  Roger May 

 

Photographer Roger May was born in the Tug River Valley on the West Virginia/Kentucky border. His soon-

to-be published “Testify” is, he says, “a visual love letter to Appalachia, the land of my blood. This is my 

testimony of how I came to see the importance of home and my connection to place.” 

 

 The Bitter Southerner is proud to bring you a broad cross-section of May’s work with a bonus, the foreword 

to “Testify,” penned by the great Kentucky novelist and journalist, Silas House. 

 

 

When I was a little boy growing up in Southern Appalachia my family attended a small Holiness church 

where poetry fell out of people’s mouths when they rose from the hard wooden pews to testify. They revealed 

their joys and sorrows. They sought forgiveness. But most of all they told their own stories. Because they 

were Appalachian they had a particular way of expressing themselves. They spoke in a rhythm that mimicked 

the way stripes of mist ease over the ridges on summer mornings. Their words were so vivid and perfect, they 

http://rogermayphotography.com/
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seemed to have been carefully chosen. But for them, telling a story was innate. They were born with the 

ability to testify. 

We take words seriously in Appalachia. We have a deep reverence for language and storytelling. So it’s no 

surprise that testifying is seen as a sacred act for many people of the Southern mountains. 

 

But testifying does not only take place in church. The act of telling one’s story might be holy, but it can be 

done anywhere. In Appalachia, we tell our stories not only on front porches and around kitchen tables but also 

in the aisles of the local Walmart and the waiting rooms of hospitals. We tell tales in our gardens while we 

hoe beans or far back in the deepest coal mines. Often they are stories of nostalgia, for we are a people always 

mourning the past. Always holding tight to the old ways, grieving because we know how easily things can 

slip away forever. But just as often our stories are rooted in the modern world and told in increasingly modern 

ways: on laptops, blogs, social media, digital cameras, in texts and videos. 

The thing, always, is the story. The beauty is in the testimony itself, even when there is ugliness mixed in, too. 

In these mountains we know what it’s like for the eyesore and the magnificent to coexist. The true beauty is in 

that complexity. 
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May is from these mountains and he has given us the testimony of a people and their way of life through these 

photographs. Best of all, he has done it with complexity. Compassion, yes. An insistence on not looking 

away, yes. But complexity always. 

For the past 100, photographers have been telling the story of the Appalachian people. Photographers like 

Doris Ullman revealed the region’s dignity in her beautiful portraits of people with their musical instruments 

or tools of trade. Traveling photographers went door to door to take pictures of families for pay, preserving a 

way of life that today shows the region as a place that was behind the times for some and very much of the 

latest styles and conveniences for others. Since the 1950s images of Appalachia have mostly been captured by 

photojournalists who often picked the most sensational subjects. During the War on Poverty only the poorest 

folks got into the newspapers and magazines, perpetuating the stereotype that everyone in the Southern 

mountains was barefoot, malnourished, dirty-faced. 

Both outsiders and native artists continue to perpetuate those notions of depravity today. Others insist on only 

recording the amazing physical beauty of the region, even if that topography is disappearing more and more 

each day. But romanticizing a place is just as bad as vilifying it. 

Roger May insists on doing neither. 
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May’s Appalachia is a place so rooted in tradition that a man still cares enough about the graves of his 

ancestors to carefully tend them, but does so dressed in the decidedly modern outfitting of an Appalachian 

man: flip-flops, shorts, a Jesus t-shirt, and a camouflage cap. A place of wrecks on the highway and flat 

footers dancing in their living rooms, young couples courting on a truck tailgate. May preserves the intimate 

moments: a strong mountain woman—hair coiffed in a perfect white bun—finding a recipe in her spotless 

kitchen, the simple grace of leaf-filtered light falling through curtains decorated with roosters, the strangeness 

of a pale plateau of mountaintop removal standing like a wide tombstone over green hills. Each of these 

images tell a multitude of stories. 
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They offer May’s testimony, but it is our story he is telling, too. Because we are all Appalachians, all people 

who desire to be told a story and hoping for our own to be heard. In these photographs May presents our place 

in all of its perfection and imperfection, grime and purity. In all of its wonderful complication. 

— Silas House 
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"Testify" is a visual love letter to Appalachia, the land of my blood. This is my testimony of how I came to 

see the importance of home and my connection to place. After moving away as a teenager, I’ve struggled to 

return, to latch on to something from my memory. These images are a vignette into my working through the 

problem of the construction of memory versus reality. My work embraces the raw beauty of the mountains 

while keeping at arm's length the stereotypical images that have tried to define Appalachia for decades. 

The word "testify" carries both a religious and legal meaning. In the churches of home, it's common for a 

portion of time during a church service to be devoted to allowing members to share publicly what God has 

done in their lives; to give their testimony. In legal terms, one’s testimony is a statement accepted, sworn 

under oath, believed to be true and acceptable. 
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I am both an insider and an outsider and though I maintain a safe distance in my photographs, I attempt to 

invite you into the intimacy of family, of sacred space. "Testify" is my bearing witness of a personal journey, 

of never truly being able to go home again, to seek answers from my ancestral home. Appalachia testifies of 

timelessness and natural beauty. The mountains testify of protection and sanctuary and at the same time the 

horrible destruction of mountaintop removal mining. The people of Appalachia testify of their pride and 

resilience. Old-time religion testifies of the power in the blood and a heavenly home just across the shore. 
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Black lung disease (pneumoconiosis) is an incurable lung disease caused by prolonged exposure to coal dust. 

It has killed more than 9,000 miners since 1999. My paternal grandfather, Cecil May, died from the disease 

when I was 15, as did two of his brothers. 

Rather than being on the decline, black lung is on the rise, particularly in younger miners. Many retired 

miners, folk who have spent decades underground risking their lives to power the nation, now find themselves 

fighting insurance companies and coal company doctors to get the medical benefits they deserve. 
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I'm fascinated by these miner decals, which range from the straightforward to the humorous. Some even 

imbue overtly sexual connotations. All are an outward declaration, a statement, of miner pride. 
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In June 2010, my dad gave me my grandfather's "dinner bucket" from his time in the coal mines. My 

grandfather, Cecil May, worked in the mines for 41 years after serving in the Navy during World War II. 
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The Rev. Harrison Mayes was a coal miner from Middlesboro, Ky. While trapped in a mine, Mayes made a 

promise to God that if he let him live, he would spend the rest of his days spreading his word. The Museum of 

Appalachia in Clinton, Tenn., has a rich exhibit about the life and work of Mayes. This sign, in Maher, W.V., 

is one of countless signs placed by Mayes in more than 40 states. 
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My grandfather told me that I have two ears and one mouth, which means that I should listen twice as often as 

I speak. Through these images, I’ve tried to do just that — to listen more than I speak, both with my voice and 

my cameras. These images arise out of my pride of where I am from and where I am of, and an enduring love 

for Appalachia. 

This is my testimony. 

— Roger May 
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http://bittersoutherner.com/roger-may-looking-at-appalachia
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Looking at Appalachia 

Roger May's collaborative photo project aims to document Appalachia 50 years after President Lyndon B. 

Johnson declared the War on Poverty. 

https://bittersoutherner.com/roger-may-love-letter-to-appalachia#.VaVs6ZNViko 

  

http://bittersoutherner.com/roger-may-looking-at-appalachia
http://bittersoutherner.com/roger-may-looking-at-appalachia
http://bittersoutherner.com/roger-may-looking-at-appalachia
https://bittersoutherner.com/roger-may-love-letter-to-appalachia#.VaVs6ZNViko
http://bittersoutherner.com/roger-may-looking-at-appalachia
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EXCERPT 

A NEARLY NORMAL FAMILY 

M. T. Edvardsson 

JUNE 25, 2019 

 

The following is an exclusive excerpt from A Nearly Normal Family, the latest legal thriller from Sweden’s 

M.T. Edvardsson. When a 17-year-old girl is accused of murdering a shady businessman twice her age, her 

upstanding parents must take a hard look at their own lives and their daughter’s secrets, while learning just 

how far they’ll go to protect one of their own. 

Agnes Thelin almost looked apologetic when she explained I was a suspect. My thoughts were like awhirlwin

d. A suspect? I sank back in my chair and tried to collect myself. 

I was still dazed a little while later, when the attorney marched in and demanded to speak to me in private. 

“We’re going to figure this out,” he said, placing his left hand on my shoulder as he squeezed my right hand. 

“Don’t worry.” 

His hand was large and sticky and he looked like a cross between Tony Soprano and Tom Jones. Thesize of a 

bear, tan, gold chains around his neck and wrist. A pigeon-

blue shirt with the top threebuttons undone. The type of man who drives his SUV all the way to his single-

https://crimereads.com/category/excerpts/
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family home eventhough the neighborhood is supposed to be car free. Who has a grill the size of a 

camper in thebackyard and thinks everything was better when he was young, 

even though he doesn’t feel a dayover twenty-three. I’m sure he was high up on the divorced 

young moms’ fuck lists. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

“So this is what you look like?” I said. 

“What do you mean?” 

“I didn’t quite remember.” 

“Have we met before?” the attorney asked. 

“I think so.” 

A light went on in his head. 

“Stella Sandell. I should have realized. Ulrika’s daughter?” I nodded. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

“This’ll be quick,” he said. “They have nothing on you. Some cops nowadays have awfully itchyfingers. They

 have their homicide guidebook and stuff to follow. They think the first few hours aretotally crucial so they ha

ul in the first best option, for better or for worse.” 

He sat down, his legs spread wide, and placed his large hands on his kneecaps. 

“But they must have something,” I said. “They said there was some witness who pointed me out in aphoto.” 

“She can hardly be called a witness. Some silly girl who claims she saw you from a window. In the dark! 

And she’s one hundred percent certain it was you, even though she doesn’t know you. No,that’s not much of a

 witness.” 

I could picture her in my mind. A shady figure in a window on the second floor. Was that really allthey had? 

Was that the only reason I was sitting there? 

“They want to continue questioning you as soon as possible,” said Blomberg. “You’re lucky. AgnesThelin is 

one of the most sensible people in this place. Good to talk to.” 

He stood up and messed with his phone a little, holding it half a centimeter from his nose.Apparently the thou

ght of wearing glasses made him feel old or ugly, or maybe both. 

“Forgot my contacts,” he mumbled. 

My legs felt like overcooked spaghetti when I stood up. The attorney walked ahead of me to the door. 

“So what am I supposed to say?” 

Blomberg turned around so fast his hair fell down across one eye. 

“What do you mean?” 

“What should I tell the police?” 

“Just tell it like it was.” 
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He looked at me, slowly, up and down, until I pulled my cardigan over 

my chest. I felt like a show cat.The attorney brought his hand to his forehead and stroked away both hair 

and sweat. 

I stretched. 

“Is that all you’ve got? Tell it like it was. That’s your strategy?” 

Blomberg shrank a bit. 

“What are you talking about?” 

“You’re supposed to be one of these big-shot lawyers,” I said. “Haven’t 

you won a bunch of majorcases? Didn’t you have a better strategy those times either?” 

Blomberg threw up his hands. 

“What do you want, exactly?” 

I had managed to arouse some uncertainty in him. Some philosopher 

once said that knowledge ispower. That is definitely true. Other people’s ignorance is also a powerful factor. 

“What if I did it?” I said. 

Blomberg had transformed completely. He had come marching in here 

like an alpha male straight outof the tanning bed. Now he looked like nothing but a pale little boy. 

I thought of Dad’s motto, how lying is a rare skill. Did Blomberg share that belief? 

“Why would you have done something like that?” he wondered. 

It was, of course, a good question. 

__________________________________ 

From A NEARLY NORMAL FAMILY. Used with the permission of the publisher, Celadon Books. 

Copyright © 2019 by M. T. Edvardsson. 

 

 

https://crimereads.com/a-nearly-normal-family/ 

  

https://celadonbooks.com/books/a-nearly-normal-family/
https://celadonbooks.com/books/a-nearly-normal-family/
https://crimereads.com/a-nearly-normal-family/
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Read This One: Lauren Wilkinson on Convenience Store Woman by Sayaka Murata 

LAUREN WILKINSON ON CONVENIENCE STORE WOMAN BY SAYAKA MURATA 

 

by Colin Winnette 

 

Credit: Niqui Carter 

“I NEVER CARED ABOUT NORMALCY.” 

Three Things To Enjoy in Relation to This Book: 

A large cup of Tim Hortons coffee 

Hostess Donettes 

Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine, by Gail Honeyman 

For this series, I ask writers I admire to recommend a book. I read it, then we talk about it. For this 

installment, Lauren Wilkinson recommended Convenience Store Woman by Sayaka Murata. 

Lauren Wilkinson’s novel American Spy is a gripping, heart-felt debut that, yes, is about a spy, and, yes, did 

make me cry. Aside from the pitch-perfect writing, what impressed me most was Wilkinson’s ability to 

https://believermag.com/contributor/colin-winnette/
https://believermag.com/contributor/colin-winnette/
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combine a completely entertaining genre yarn with an unflinching examination of race, gender, motherhood, 

the walls we must build to protect ourselves, and how those effect the ways in which we’re able to love. 

Convenience Store Woman is a very different kind of story. It’s a short novel about a woman who feels most 

at home while at work, and in our discussion of it, Wilkinson and I touched on questions of normalcy, routine, 

John Cusack, and the underlying violence in human nature. 

—Colin Winnette 

THE BELIEVER: Do you mind providing a brief description of Convenience Store Woman, to ground those 

unfamiliar with it? 

LAUREN WILKINSON: Convenience Store Woman is a Japanese novella in translation about Keiko 

Furukura, a woman who feels like the only place she fits in is the convenience store in which she works. I’d 

say that the book has a playful tone that is occasionally undercut by something a bit darker. 

BLVR: What brought this book into your life? What caused you to pick it up for the first time, and what was 

that experience like? 

LW: The author, Sayaka Murata, gave a reading at the McNally Jackson bookstore in Brooklyn, which was 

organized by her publisher and the Japan Society. I hadn’t even heard of the book until I showed up to the 

event, so it was all one big lucky coincidence. I read it in one sitting, on a plane coming back from Paris. This 

was around the holidays, so before Paris I’d been in London visiting family.
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This book stayed with me because it a strange and slightly unruly little book. And yet, not only is it allowed to 

be that, it seems like it’s loved for all its weirdness. Apparently, it’s a bestseller in Japan. It won the 

Akutagawa Prize. I have not taught it, but I do recommend it to friends because it’s short and insightful. And 

fun. 

BLVR: The novel opens and closes with moments describing the “sounds of the convenience store,” not the 

sights or smells of the place. In fact, smell felt conspicuously absent to me. What sets sound apart from the 

other senses here? 

LW: The book’s translator, Ginny Tapley Takemori also spoke at the reading, and she pointed to this passage 

when the conversation turned to some of the difficulties that came up while translating it. The Japanese 

convenience store is apparently so ubiquitous and such a fundamental part of daily life that even with a very 

limited description, a Japanese reader could immediately picture the space in a way that an American reader 

would not be able to do. So that idea is what stood out for me most: what I might take for granted as a writer 

because I assume the reader and I share a cultural context. My own book was just translated into Italian and I 

was surprised by the things that the translator (who is excellent) bumped up against. They were almost always 

things that I thought of as throwaways. Things that were mundane, turns of phrase that I didn’t even really 

think about as I reached for them when I was writing. 

BLVR: What’s an example of something your translator bumped up against? 

LW: She bumped against the phrase “the fall.” I meant autumn and she thought so, but checked in to make 

sure that I didn’t mean something more grandiose and metaphorical. She’s an amazingly thorough translator. 

She also pointed out a few of the factual errors I made. 

BLVR: The narrator describes guidelines for being a “normal person,” as provided her by life at the 

convenience store. More specifically, she reads the store’s employee manual in this way. I related, and it got 

me thinking about the arbitrary objects or experiences one can fixate on because on they seem to reveal to us 

some lesson about how to live. Did you have a “manual” like this at some point in your life? I remember 

being in middle school and feeling like certain John Cusack movies could teach me how to be a good man. 

LW: I never really experienced that particular anxiety—wanting to be a normal person. If I wanted anything 

when I was a kid it was to be cool. And I think I’m more inclined to turn to the people in my life for 

instruction rather than books or movies, so it’s hard for me to think of a manual. That said, I did love Harriet 

the Spy and Ramona Quimby and the Blossom kids from The Not-Just-Anybody Family by Betsy Byars—all 

of them being smart, plucky outsiders. So those must’ve been characteristics that admired when I was a child. 

BLVR: The narrator often talks about how different she is from everyone else. She describes herself as, 

“needing to be cured.” I fluctuated between thinking this was self-imposed, something only she could see, and 

feeling like it was reinforced, or even asserted, by external forces. Maybe it’s both, or maybe it’s neither. But 

I was curious, in your reading, what sets the narrator apart from everyone else, if anything? 

LW: I think it’s a question of self-perception, which is why she’s so relatable. Everyone has wondered if 

they’re normal or not because that’s how normalcy is set-up. It’s not some objective characteristic that can be 

measured—normalcy is a slippery idea that shifts around all the time because it’s predicated on different 

social contexts. I mean, isn’t it? I’ve probably always thought that on some level even if I wouldn’t have 

articulated it in precisely this way. But that’s what I said that I don’t really remember being hung up on 

normalcy as a kid/teenager. I liked rules, I was occasionally prim (the rules of etiquette spoke to me), and I 

generally responded well to authority figures, but I never cared about normalcy. It has always struck me as 

being an unattainable standard. 
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BLVR: I totally agree. Unattainable, and yet so frequently referenced. I’m not sure I ever wanted to be 

normal, but I wanted to understand what it meant when people would ask me, “Why can’t you be normal?” I 

wanted to be cool too, but “cool” always struck me as a byproduct of a certain kind of commitment, not an 

accident. I felt like I couldn’t be “cool” if I didn’t know what I was committing to, or committing to rejecting. 

Which is another way I related to the narrator here. It’s like she’s doing research on normal. Rather than being 

normal, she’s building a life that signals “normalcy,” or addresses it in some way. A big of part of her ability 

to accomplish that comes from structured behavior. Doing her best to understand, and respond to, societal 

expectations. 

LW: I think Murata is getting at something important about the relationship between routine and normalcy: 

that routine is really what we think of when we think of “normalcy.” Which is part of the reason that in the 

darkest periods of human history, people aren’t always so quick to revolt. If a power structure can offer a 

sense of routine alongside brutal oppression, people seem unnervingly quick to forgive the latter if they feel 

soothed by the former. 

BLVR: There’s a dark charm to the book. Especially in the opening, reading about the strange acts of 

violence perpetrated by the narrator. That violence disappears toward the end of the novel, once those routines 

are governing her daily life. Is there some implication here that beneath those basic guidelines toward civility 

or “normal” behavior, there are seething violent impulses? Or at the very least, the capacity for either exists in 

us, and therefore non-violence is a consciously performed act? 

LW: Yes, I think that’s an excellent interpretation! Which is quite a chilling idea when you examine it. 

CONTRIBUTOR 

CW 

Colin Winnette is the author of several books, including Haints Stay (Two Dollar Radio) and The Job of the 

Wasp (Soft Skull Press). He was the winner of Les Figues Press’s NOS Book Contest, a runner-up for 

Cleveland State University Poetry Center’s First Book Award, and a finalist for Gulf Coast Magazine’s 

Donald Barthelme Prize for Short Prose. His fiction has appeared in numerous publications, including 

Playboy, Electric Literature, and McSweeney's. He lives in San Francisco, and his website is a .net. 

 

https://believermag.com/logger/read-this-one-1/  

https://believermag.com/logger/read-this-one-1/
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Another House 

by Golan Haji 
Issue no. 217 (Summer 2016) 

The house 

A frightened face 

In the window of another house. 

I was my house 

Drinking the water of my breath 

And sitting on my dreams. 

A stranger lit 

A fire in the bedroom 

And warmed himself 

Then he carved names from the past 

On the black walls 

I still can’t read them. 

—Translated from the Arabic by Marilyn Hacker 

  

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=12318ad42b&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=12318ad42b&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=12318ad42b&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=12318ad42b&e=d538c8f2e0
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The Life of the Mind: Hannah Arendt on Thinking vs. Knowing and the Crucial Difference Between 

Truth and Meaning 

“To lose the appetite for meaning we call thinking and cease to ask unanswerable questions [would be to] lose 

not only the ability to produce those thought-things that we call works of art but also the capacity to ask all 

the answerable questions upon which every civilization is founded.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

In 1973, Hannah Arendt (October 14, 1906–December 4, 1975) became 

the first woman to speak at the prestigious Gifford Lectures — an annual series established in 1888 aiming 

“to promote and diffuse the study of natural theology in the widest sense of the term,” bridging science, 

philosophy, and spirituality, an ancient quest of enduring urgency to this day. Over the years, the Gifford 

Lectures have drawn such celebrated minds as William James, Werner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr, Iris Murdoch, 

and Carl Sagan, whose 1985 lecture was later published as the spectacular posthumous volume Varieties of 

Scientific Experience. Arendt’s own lecture was later expanded and published as The Life of the Mind (public 

library), an immeasurably stimulating exploration of thinking — a process we take for so obvious and granted 

as to be of no interest, yet one bridled with complexities and paradoxes that often keep us from seeing the true 

nature of reality. With extraordinary intellectual elegance, Arendt draws “a distinguishing line between truth 

and meaning, between knowing and thinking,” and makes a powerful case for the importance of that line in 

the human experience. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/15/sam-harris-waking-up-spirituality/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/12/20/carl-sagan-varieties-of-scientific-experience/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/12/20/carl-sagan-varieties-of-scientific-experience/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0156519925/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/life-of-the-mind/oclc/2798126&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/life-of-the-mind/oclc/2798126&referer=brief_results
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0156519925/braipick-20
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http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0156519925/braipick-20
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Hannah Arendt by Fred Stein, 1944 (Photograph courtesy of the Fred Stein Archive) 

Arendt considers how thinking links the vita activa, or active life, and the vita contemplativa, or 

contemplative mind, touching on Montaigne’s dual meaning of meditation, and traces the evolution of this 

relationship as society moved from religious to scientific dogma: 

Thinking aims at and ends in contemplation, and contemplation is not an activity but a passivity; it is the point 

where mental activity comes to rest. According to traditions of Christian time, when philosophy had become 

the handmaiden of theology, thinking became meditation, and meditation again ended in contemplation, a 

kind of blessed state of the soul where the mind was no longer stretching out to know the truth but, in 

anticipation of a future state, received it temporarily in intuition… With the rise of the modern age, thinking 

became chiefly the handmaiden of science, of organized knowledge; and even though thinking then grew 

extremely active, following modernity’s crucial conviction that I can know only what I myself make, it was 

Mathematics, the non-empirical science par excellence, wherein the mind appears to play only with itself, that 

turned out to be the Science of sciences, delivering the key to those laws of nature and the universe that are 

concealed by appearances. 

The disciplines called metaphysics or philosophy, Arendt notes, came to inhabit the world beyond sense-

perceptions and appearances, while science claimed the world of common-sense reasoning and perceptions 

validated by empirical means. The latter is plagued by “the scandal of reason” — the idea that “our mind is 

not capable of certain and verifiable knowledge regarding matters and questions that it nevertheless cannot 

help thinking about.” (Four decades later, Sam Harris would capture this beautifully: “There is more to 

understanding the human condition than science and secular culture generally admit.”) But Arendt is most 

intensely concerned with the world we inhabit when we surrender to thought: 

What are we “doing” when we do nothing but think? Where are we when we, normally always surrounded by 

our fellow-men, are together with no one but ourselves? 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/05/montaigne-on-meditation/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/15/sam-harris-waking-up-spirituality/
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Illustration by Jean-François Martin from The Memory Elephant by Sophie Strady. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/10/the-memory-of-an-elephant-strady-martin-book/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/10/the-memory-of-an-elephant-strady-martin-book/
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To begin solving this riddle, Arendt turns to Kant’s famous distinction between Verstand, or intellect, which 

seeks to grasp what the senses perceive, and Vernunft, or reason, which is concerned with the higher-order 

desire for understanding the deeper meaning behind such sensory input; while intellect is driven by cognition, 

reason is concerned with the unknowable. He memorably wrote: 

The aim of metaphysics… is to extend, albeit only negatively, our use of reason beyond the limitations of the 

sensorily given world, that is, to eliminate the obstacles by which reason hinders itself. 

Arendt unpacks Kant’s legacy and its enduring paradox, which plays out just as vibrantly in our ever-timely 

struggle to differentiate between wisdom and knowledge: 

The great obstacle that reason (Vernunft) puts in its own way arises from the side of the intellect (Verstand) 

and the entirely justified criteria it has established for its own purposes, that is, for quenching our thirst, and 

meeting our need, for knowledge and cognition… The need of reason is not inspired by the quest for truth but 

by the quest for meaning. And truth and meaning are not the same. The basic fallacy, taking precedence over 

all specific metaphysical fallacies, is to interpret meaning on the model of truth. 

Hannah Arendt c. 1966 (Photograph courtesy of the Hannah Arendt Bluecher Literary Trust) 

This vital distinction between truth and meaning is also found in the fault line between science and common 

sense. Arendt considers how science’s over-reliance on Verstand might give rise to the very reductionism that 

becomes science’s greatest obstacle to tussling with the unknowable: 

Something very similar seems, at first glance, to be true of the modern scientist who constantly destroys 

authentic semblances without, however, destroying his own sensation of reality, telling him, as it tells us, that 

the sun rises in the morning and sets in the evening. It was thinking that enabled men to penetrate the 

appearances and unmask them as semblances, albeit authentic ones; common-sense reasoning would never 

have dared to upset so radically all the plausibilities of our sensory apparatus… Thinking, no doubt, plays an 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/01/15/alan-lightman-accidental-universe-science-spirituality/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/09/wisdom-in-the-age-of-information/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/10/30/mind-and-cosmos-thomas-nagel/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0156519925/braipick-20
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enormous role in every scientific enterprise, but it is the role of a means to an end; the end is determined by a 

decision about what is worthwhile knowing, and this decision cannot be scientific. 

This sounds remarkably like the notion of moral wisdom — the necessarily subjective values-based 

framework that, by its very nature, transcends the realm of science and absolute truth, rising to the level of 

relative meaning. Adding to history’s finest definitions of science, Arendt writes: 

The end is cognition or knowledge, which, having been obtained, clearly belongs to the world of appearances; 

once established as truth, it becomes part and parcel of the world. Cognition and the thirst for knowledge 

never leave the world of appearances altogether; if the scientists withdraw from it in order to “think,” it is 

only in order to find better, more promising approaches, called methods, toward it. Science in this respect is 

but an enormously refined prolongation of common-sense reasoning in which sense illusions are constantly 

dissipated just as errors in science are corrected. The criterion in both cases is evidence, which as such is 

inherent in a world of appearances. And since it is in the very nature of appearances to reveal and to conceal, 

every correction and every dis-illusion “is the loss of one evidence only because it is the acquisition 

of another evidence, in the words of Merleau-Ponty. Nothing, even in science’s own understanding of the 

scientific enterprise, guarantees that the new evidence will prove to be more reliable than the discarded 

evidence. 

And therein lies the paradox of science — the idea that its aim is to dispel ignorance with knowledge, but it is 

also, at its best, driven wholly by ignorance. In a sentiment that Carl Sagan would come to echo twelve years 

later in his own Gifford lecture — “If we ever reach the point where we think we thoroughly understand who 

we are and where we came from, we will have failed.” — Arendt writes: 

The very concept of an unlimited progress, which accompanied the rise of modern science, and has remained 

its dominant inspiring principle, is the best documentation of the fact that all science still moves within the 

realm of common sense experience, subject to corrigible error and deception. When the experience of 

constant correction in scientific research is generalized, it leads into the curious “better and better,” “truer and 

truer,” that is, into the boundlessness of progress with its inherent admission that the good and the true are 

unattainable. If they were ever attained, the thirst for knowledge would be quenched and the search for 

cognition would come to an end. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/09/wisdom-in-the-age-of-information/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/04/06/what-is-science/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/12/03/stuart-firestein-ted/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/12/20/carl-sagan-varieties-of-scientific-experience/
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https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/05/07/the-lion-and-the-bird-marianne-dubuc/
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Illustration from The Lion and the Bird by Marianne Dubuc 

In considering this “illusion of a never-ending process — the process of progress,” she returns to Kant’s 

crucial distinction between reason and intellect: 

The questions raised by our thirst for knowledge arise from our curiosity about the world, our desire to 

investigate whatever is given to our sensory apparatus… The questions raised by the desire to know are in 

principle all answerable by common-sense experience and common-sense reasoning; they are exposed to 

corrigible error and illusion in the same way as sense perceptions and experiences. Even the relentlessness of 

modern science’s Progress, which constantly corrects itself by discarding the answers and reformulating the 

questions, does not contradict science’s basic goal — to see and to know the world as it is given to the senses 

— and its concept of truth is derived from the common-sense experience of irrefutable evidence, which 

dispels error and illusion. But the questions raised by thinking and which it is in reason’s very nature to raise 

— questions of meaning — are all unanswerable by common sense and the refinement of it we call science. 

The quest for meaning is “meaningless” to common sense and common-sense reasoning because it is the sixth 

sense’s function to fit us into the world of appearances and make us at home in the world given by our five 

senses; there we are and no questions asked. 

This disconnect between the common-sense criteria of science and the quest for meaning, Arendt argues, 

reverts to the original question of thinking and the limitations of “truth”: 

To expect truth to come from thinking signifies that we mistake the need to think with the urge to know. 

Thinking can and must be employed in the attempt to know, but in the exercise of this function it is never 

itself; it is but the handmaiden of an altogether different enterprise. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/05/07/the-lion-and-the-bird-marianne-dubuc/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0156519925/braipick-20
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Hannah Arendt by Fred Stein, 1944 (Photograph courtesy of the Fred Stein Archive) 

Arendt’s most poignant point explores what that enterprise might be, speaking to the power of asking good 

questions and the idea that getting lost is how we find meaning: 

By posing the unanswerable questions of meaning, men establish themselves as question-asking beings. 

Behind all the cognitive questions for which men find answers, there lurk the unanswerable ones that seem 

entirely idle and have always been denounced as such. It is more than likely that men, if they were ever to 

lose the appetite for meaning we call thinking and cease to ask unanswerable questions, would lose not only 

the ability to produce those thought-things that we call works of art but also the capacity to ask all the 

answerable questions upon which every civilization is founded… While our thirst for knowledge may be 

unquenchable because of the immensity of the unknown, the activity itself leaves behind a growing treasure 

of knowledge that is retained and kept in store by every civilization as part and parcel of its world. The loss of 

this accumulation and of the technical expertise required to conserve and increase it inevitably spells the end 

of this particular world. 

The whole of The Life of the Mind is a remarkable feat of intellectual grace. Complement it with the art of 

reflection and fruitful curiosity, then revisit these animated thoughts on wisdom in the age of information. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/16/hannah-arendt-the-life-of-the-

mind/?mc_cid=2fabf482f5&mc_eid=d1c16ac662  

http://bobulate.com/post/503601031/the-stories-of-the-math-winnebago
http://bobulate.com/post/503601031/the-stories-of-the-math-winnebago
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/08/04/field-guide-to-getting-lost-rebecca-solnit/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0156519925/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/08/18/how-we-think-john-dewey/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/08/18/how-we-think-john-dewey/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/09/wisdom-in-the-age-of-information/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/16/hannah-arendt-the-life-of-the-mind/?mc_cid=2fabf482f5&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/16/hannah-arendt-the-life-of-the-mind/?mc_cid=2fabf482f5&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Meet the Farmers Reclaiming Puerto Rico’s Agricultural History 

Residents in a rural Puerto Rican community are reviving a historic botanical garden to serve as an example 

of local and sustainable farming. 

 

 

Carly Graf posted Jul 02, 2019 

In the shadow of Monte Pirucho, once a place of worship for the Taino tribe, Tara Rodríguez Besosa pulls a 

long, spiny plant from the bed of a small community garden and begins plucking its leaves. 

Called “la ruda” (rue), the plant, which releases a strong herbaceous scent, has a storied history as part of birth 

control trials once covertly conducted in Puerto Rico by mainland medical researchers. But the indigenous 

herb’s powers had originally been used for good. 

“That’s what we call a hot plant,” says Carmen Veguilla, a local farmer who runs the community garden. “It 

can be used effectively for things like anxiety, menstrual cramps or to ward off bad spirits, but you have to 

respect and understand its purpose.” 

 

https://www.yesmagazine.org/@@also-by?author=Carly+Graf
https://www.history.com/news/birth-control-pill-history-puerto-rico-enovid
https://www.history.com/news/birth-control-pill-history-puerto-rico-enovid
https://store.yesmagazine.org/product/yes-donation/?ica=Don_20190517&icl=InArticle
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Veguilla and other residents of San Salvador, a small agrarian community 30 miles south of San Juan, grow la 

ruda and other plants and medicinal herbs endemic to the Caribbean island. They are the centerpiece of El 

Jardin Ecológico del San Salvador, a community garden rejuvenated after Hurricane Maria, and serving as an 

example of local and sustainable farming. 

El Jardin Ecológico sits behind an abandoned church and alongside the Rio Grande de La Loiza. Though it 

has existed many years—residents can’t recall its exact founding—it’s taken on new significance as a model 

for how small farmers across the island can reclaim their agricultural heritage. 

 

As a symbol of Puerto Rico’s past and a vision for the island’s future, the community garden sits next to an 

old church at the foot of one of the most important mountains in the Taino culture. Photo by Carly Graf. 

Decades of economic and cultural dependence on the United States did more than reshape Puerto Rico’s 

agricultural-dependent economy. For example, Operation Bootstrap, which began in 1947, completely shifted 

Puerto Rico’s economic dependence from agriculture to manufacturing in less than 20 years. 

Many people said this coerced metamorphosis from an agrarian system to an industrialized one eroded 

traditional cultural practices and even what it meant to be Puerto Rican. 

https://library.brown.edu/create/modernlatinamerica/chapters/chapter-12-strategies-for-economic-developmen/puerto-ricos-operation-bootstrap/
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And it revolutionized the Puerto Rican diet. Gone were fresh vegetables, tropical fruits, and native herbs once 

grown year-round in the island’s tropical climate. Even staple cultural items like rice and beans were no 

longer grown there. 

As a result, Puerto Rican farm sales decreased by almost two-thirds between 1959 and 1964, according to the 

USDA. 

“We were taught that growing food in your backyard was uncivilized,” said Rodríguez Besosa, an architect-

turned activist at the center of this agricultural revival. “And we were told that having canned food made us 

first-class citizens.” 

Fried foods and imported canned good with ingredients high in sugar, sodium, or both became, by necessity, a 

regular part of the local diet. Casa de Whopper (Burger King) and KFC storefronts line the streets even in 

rural areas, and rates of preventable conditions like obesity, diabetes, and hypertension are well over the 

national average, a recent study found. 

 

Left, Carmen Veguilla explains how the plants grown in the community garden were used by Indigenous 

people. Photo by Carly Graf. 

Right, Veguilla teaches students about the garden’s flora and fauna, and how it can be used today. Photo by 

Katie Rice. 

Puerto Ricans are four times as likely as mainlanders to experience food insecurity, meaning they don’t have 

reliable access to enough healthy foods to meet basic nutrition requirements, according to Bread for the 

World, a nonprofit focused on reducing global hunger. About 43 percent of residents receive food stamps, 

according to USDA. 

http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/usda/AgCensusImages/1964/01/52/731/Table-08.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5898045/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2019/03/08/puerto-rico-starts-cutting-food-stamp-benefits-used-by-more-than-million-people-amid-congressional-impasse/?utm_term=.52625f0ca2e5
https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2019/03/08/puerto-rico-starts-cutting-food-stamp-benefits-used-by-more-than-million-people-amid-congressional-impasse/?utm_term=.52625f0ca2e5
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Before Hurricane Maria hit in 2017, a budding farm-to-table scene had started to emerge on the island. A 

small but burgeoning group of farmers had started advocating for their right to land and the freedom to feed 

themselves. 

If Puerto Ricans could grow their own food, the thinking went, they could finally reclaim the island’s unique 

identity and move further down the path toward political self-determination. 

Rodríguez Besosa became a leading voice in that effort. In 2010, she had started El Departamento de la 

Comida, a community-supported agriculture-style operation—and later restaurant—that served as a 

distribution center for small farmers looking to sell their products. 

The goal was to reintroduce native produce to Puerto Ricans. “We want to eat the original Puerto Rican diet,” 

Rodríguez Besosa said. “But we also want to use food to create a better widespread understanding of what 

truly makes us all Puerto Rican.” 

She was in the process of buying an 8-acre farm in San Salvador when Hurricane Maria hit in 2017. The 

category 5 storm destroyed an estimated 80 percent of Puerto Rico’s crops and farmland. In its wake, the 

farming revolution became more urgent. 

 

https://www.eater.com/2018/8/22/17761062/puerto-rico-hurricane-maria-recovery-fondo-de-resiliencia
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/24/us/puerto-rico-hurricane-maria-agriculture-.html
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Tara Rodriguez Besosa bought an abandoned 8-acre farm and farmhouse in San Salvador across the street 

from the garden. Today, she hosts neighbors for home-cooked meals using produce and plants they grow 

locally. Photo by Carly Graf.  

The island was importing 85 percent of its food before the storm. That balance meant its ability to manage its 

own recovery was crippled when the federal government fell short. At its worst, after Maria, the island 

wasimporting 95 percent of its food. 

Maria also destroyed El Departamento de la Comida, and rather than trying to rebuild it, Rodríguez Besosa 

decided to focus on the island’s agricultural reconstruction. 

What ensued was a media frenzy over the high-energy, rebellious activist and a natural synergy between her 

own plans and the existing community garden project in San Salvador. 

Tucked away behind a series of winding mountain passes, San Salvador is the least populated barrio in the 

city of Caguas, which sits among lush green hills that once housed some of the island’s richest ecological 

diversity. It was also once home to thriving tribal communities, marked by the petroglyphs found on nearby 

rocks that have outlasted nearly all Taino people. 

“Farming is a practice of cultural and historical preservation.” 

The tangible proof of this past has fostered a deep connection to history and its traditions among San Salvador 

residents, and it has informed their love and dedication to the land. 

“Farming is a practice of cultural and historical preservation,” Veguilla says, explaining why residents chose 

to cultivate indigenous flora and fauna at the community garden, including la ruda and plants like turmeric, 

pineapples, and other medicinal herbs. 

San Salvador is a community accustomed to getting things done on its own. 

After Maria hit, 19 people lived in the shuttered elementary school classrooms; local lunch ladies fed them. 

That same community spirit drove the reinvestment and restoration of the botanical garden, which Veguilla 

says provides a way for neighbors and others interested in learning about and helping preserve local culture 

and tradition through its endemic species. 

She and Rodríguez Besosa lead workshops at El Jardin Botanico for Puerto Rican school kids and bring 

volunteers, both local and visitors, to learn about farming and help maintain the garden. 

And after shifts there end, neighbors will often dine together at Rodríguez Besosa’s plot across the street, with 

many of the ingredients coming straight from the two gardens. 

https://www.eater.com/2017/12/8/16739310/puerto-rico-restaurant-industry-farmers-hurricane-maria
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/what-became-of-the-taino-73824867/
https://www.chicagotribune.com/nation-world/ct-puerto-rico-trump-20171004-story.html
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The community garden pays tribute to Puerto Rico’s history beyond just flora and fauna. The community built 

a “Taino swing set” for the neighborhood children, modeled after the structures believed to have been built by 

the Tainos and used for recreation. Photo by Katie Rice. 

Veguilla, for her part, grew up working the land in this community with her family and living off its bounty. 

But as with other impacts of U.S. policy, common agricultural practices and inherited farming tradition, like 

those of Veguilla’s family, are no longer commonplace. 

With kind eyes and a quick smile, she moves around the farm swiftly, navigating bristly plants and yanking 

roots from the ground. “I read some books, but really I learned most of this through my ancestors and after 

watching what my grandmother and mother did for me,” she says. 

On this day, as neighbors feast on root vegetable mash, eggplant stew and plantain-bean salad, there’s none of 

the canned stuff. The spread is a typical meal on the farm, prepared by Vero Quiles, former chef and business 

partner at El Departamento de la Comida. 

The meal is also emblematic of what many Puerto Ricans historically ate before the food system changed to 

become reliant on imports. And it’s what Rodríguez Besosa and others envision tables across the island could 

look like should their vision of local and sustainable farming be realized. 

“The water and other natural ecosystems should dictate what happens on the island, not people who have 

never even lived here,” she says. 

No Paywall. No Ads. Just Readers Like You. 

You can help fund powerful stories to light the way forward. 

Donate Now. 

https://store.yesmagazine.org/donate/?ica=Donate&icl=ArticleEnd
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Carly Graf wrote this article for YES! Magazine. Carly is a graduate student journalist at Northwestern 

University, where she focuses on social justice reporting. She previously lived in Santa Fe, New Mexico, 

where she worked for Outside magazine. If she’s not reporting, you’ll find her running, hiking, or planning 

her next big trip. Follow her @carlykgraf. 

https://www.yesmagazine.org/planet/puerto-rico-farming-agriculture-

20190702?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=YTW_20190705&utm_content=YTW_20190705+CID_7ea

3fbbed3e86761b87d07c676ec71c7&utm_source=CM&utm_term=Meet%20the%20Farmers%20Reclaiming

%20Puerto%20Ricos%20Agricultural%20History  

http://yesmagazine.org/
https://twitter.com/carlykgraf
https://www.yesmagazine.org/planet/puerto-rico-farming-agriculture-20190702?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=YTW_20190705&utm_content=YTW_20190705+CID_7ea3fbbed3e86761b87d07c676ec71c7&utm_source=CM&utm_term=Meet%20the%20Farmers%20Reclaiming%20Puerto%20Ricos%20Agricultural%20History
https://www.yesmagazine.org/planet/puerto-rico-farming-agriculture-20190702?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=YTW_20190705&utm_content=YTW_20190705+CID_7ea3fbbed3e86761b87d07c676ec71c7&utm_source=CM&utm_term=Meet%20the%20Farmers%20Reclaiming%20Puerto%20Ricos%20Agricultural%20History
https://www.yesmagazine.org/planet/puerto-rico-farming-agriculture-20190702?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=YTW_20190705&utm_content=YTW_20190705+CID_7ea3fbbed3e86761b87d07c676ec71c7&utm_source=CM&utm_term=Meet%20the%20Farmers%20Reclaiming%20Puerto%20Ricos%20Agricultural%20History
https://www.yesmagazine.org/planet/puerto-rico-farming-agriculture-20190702?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=YTW_20190705&utm_content=YTW_20190705+CID_7ea3fbbed3e86761b87d07c676ec71c7&utm_source=CM&utm_term=Meet%20the%20Farmers%20Reclaiming%20Puerto%20Ricos%20Agricultural%20History
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Researchers decipher the history of supermassive black holes in the early universe 

University of Western Ontario 

Astrophysicists have found evidence for the direct formation of black holes that do not need to emerge from a 

star remnant. The production of black holes in the early universe, formed in this manner, may provide 

scientists with an explanation for the presence of extremely massive black holes at a very early stage in the 

history of our universe. 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

Black hole concept (stock image). 

Credit: © dani3315 / Adobe Stock 

Astrophysicists at Western University have found evidence for the direct formation of black holes that do not 

need to emerge from a star remnant. The production of black holes in the early universe, formed in this 

manner, may provide scientists with an explanation for the presence of extremely massive black holes at a 

very early stage in the history of our universe. 

Shantanu Basu and Arpan Das from Western's Department of Physics & Astronomy have developed an 

explanation for the observed distribution of supermassive black hole masses and luminosities, for which there 

was previously no scientific explanation. The findings were published today by Astrophysical Journal Letters. 

The model is based on a very simple assumption: supermassive black holes form very, very quickly over very, 

very short periods of time and then suddenly, they stop. This explanation contrasts with the current 

https://stock.adobe.com/
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understanding of how stellar-mass black holes are formed, which is they emerge when the centre of a very 

massive star collapses in upon itself. 

"This is indirect observational evidence that black holes originate from direct-collapses and not from stellar 

remnants," says Basu, an astronomy professor at Western who is internationally recognized as an expert in the 

early stages of star formation and protoplanetary disk evolution. 

Basu and Das developed the new mathematical model by calculating the mass function of supermassive black 

holes that form over a limited time period and undergo a rapid exponential growth of mass. The mass growth 

can be regulated by the Eddington limit that is set by a balance of radiation and gravitation forces or can even 

exceed it by a modest factor. 

"Supermassive black holes only had a short time period where they were able to grow fast and then at some 

point, because of all the radiation in the universe created by other black holes and stars, their production came 

to a halt," explains Basu. "That's the direct-collapse scenario." 

During the last decade, many supermassive black holes that are a billion times more massive than the Sun 

have been discovered at high 'redshifts,' meaning they were in place in our universe within 800 million years 

after the Big Bang. The presence of these young and very massive black holes question our understanding of 

black hole formation and growth. The direct-collapse scenario allows for initial masses that are much greater 

than implied by the standard stellar remnant scenario, and can go a long way to explaining the observations. 

This new result provides evidence that such direct-collapse black holes were indeed produced in the early 

universe. 

Basu believes that these new results can be used with future observations to infer the formation history of the 

extremely massive black holes that exist at very early times in our universe. 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by University of Western Ontario. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Shantanu Basu, Arpan Das. The Mass Function of Supermassive Black Holes in the Direct-collapse 

Scenario. The Astrophysical Journal, 2019; 879 (1): L3 DOI: 10.3847/2041-8213/ab2646 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190628120422.htm 

  

https://mediarelations.uwo.ca/2019/06/28/black-hole-formation/
http://www.uwo.ca/
http://dx.doi.org/10.3847/2041-8213/ab2646
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/06/190628120422.htm
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 AUTHOR: ROSE EVELETHROSE EVELETH 

CAN SCI-FI WRITERS PREPARE US FOR AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE? 

 

MAKSIM KOSTENKO/ALAMY 

WHAT WILL 2050 be like? As our existential anxiety is fueled by a burning planet, eroding privacy, and 

geopolitical instability, it’s a question that big companies have to take seriously. So earlier this year, the 

international engineering firm Arup attempted to envision what climate change might mean for their 

business—and beyond—in 30 years. 

To do so, they turned to Tim Maughan, who was tasked with crafting four different “user journeys,” written 

accounts that imagined potential futures. “I invented a person in these scenarios and described their daily 

commute to work,” Maughan told me. “Who has to rely on private transport, who has public transport, who 

has to walk or bike? That tells you a lot about what’s happening in different outcomes.” In some of 

Maughan's vignettes, climate change has ravaged the planet. In others, humans have taken action to slow the 

damage. Maughan’s job was to flesh out those futures in a series of descriptive sketches. 

https://www.wired.com/author/rose-eveleth
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Rose Eveleth is an Ideas contributor at WIRED and the creator and host of Flash Forward, a podcast about 

possible (and not so possible) futures. 

But Maughan isn't a scientist or an engineer. He's the author of Infinite Detail, a dystopian novel, and his 

vignettes are based in fiction, not fact. He's one of a growing contingent of sci-fi writers being hired by think 

tanks, politicians, and corporations to imagine—and predict—the future. 

https://twitter.com/roseveleth
https://www.flashforwardpod.com/about/
http://timmaughanbooks.com/
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Arup isn’t alone in turning to science fiction writers for their future planning. Harvard Business 

Reviewmade the corporate case for reading sci-fi years ago, and mega consulting firm Price Waterhouse 

Cooper published a guide on how to use sci-fi to “explore innovation.” The New Yorker has touted “better 

business through sci-fi.” As writer Brian Merchant put it, “Welcome to the Sci-Fi industrial complex.” 

Each company uses writers slightly differently, but the premise is often the same: Imagine the future for us, 

they say, so we can better prepare for what might be coming. Science fiction writers may be hired to bring to 

life scenarios the company has already researched (as in the case of Maughan's contract with Arup) or to cook 

up ideas the company hasn’t even thought of yet. 

It’s not just businesses, either. The use of sci-fi has bled into government and public policy spheres. The New 

America Foundation recently held an all-day event discussing “What Sci-Fi Futures Can (and Can't) Teach Us 

About AI Policy.” And Nesta, an organization that generates speculative fiction, has committed $24 million to 

grow “new models of public services” in collaboration with the UK government. 

All this raises an important question: Are science fiction writers actually qualified to consult on matters of 

business and international policy? 

The answer is one that divides futurists, writers, and academics. Some argue that there is power in narrative 

stories that can’t be found elsewhere. Others assert that in our quest for imagination and prediction, we’re 

deluding ourselves into thinking that we can predict what’s coming. 

Futurism (with a capital F) is not just a way of thinking about tomorrow. It’s an industry full of experts with 

degrees in fields like strategic foresight or operations planning. The World Future Society and the Association 

of Professional Futurists represent a small but growing group of professionals, many of whom have decades 

of experience thinking about long-term strategy and “scenario planning”—a method used by organizations to 

try and prepare for possible futures. 

For many years, companies that wanted help mapping out their futures would turn to these classically trained 

Futurists for guidance. In the past few years, the demand for such professionals has boomed. “There's a 

positive correlation between people wanting to work with futurists and the amount of uncertainty stemming 

from either geopolitics or tech or science,” says Amy Webb, founder of the Future Today Institute. And with 

increased demand, the circle of who gets to claim the job title of “futurist” has widened (something I myself 

might have contributed to). 

But true Futurism is often pretty unsexy. It involves sifting through a lot of data and research and models and 

spreadsheets. Nobody is going to write a profile of your company or your government project based on a dry 

series of models outlining carefully caveated possibilities. On the other hand, worldbuilding—the process of 

imagining a universe in which your fictional stories can exist—is fun. People want stories, and science fiction 

writers can provide them. 

“It's a way to spur us down a line of thinking that we otherwise might not have and give us a conceptual 

framework,” says Damien Williams, a researcher in the Science, Technology, and Society department at 

Virginia Tech. Williams often uses science fiction as a teaching tool to push students to think about the future 

of a technology or policy. 

SUBSCRIBE 

https://hbr.org/2017/07/why-business-leaders-need-to-read-more-science-fiction
https://www.digitalpulse.pwc.com.au/science-fiction-explore-business-innovation/
https://www.newyorker.com/tech/annals-of-technology/better-business-through-sci-fi
https://www.newyorker.com/tech/annals-of-technology/better-business-through-sci-fi
https://onezero.medium.com/nike-and-boeing-are-paying-sci-fi-writers-to-predict-their-futures-fdc4b6165fa4
https://www.newamerica.org/oti/events/what-sci-fi-futures-can-and-cant-teach-us-about-ai-policy/
https://www.nesta.org.uk/government-innovation/our-work-government-innovation/
https://www.worldfuture.org/
https://www.apf.org/
https://www.apf.org/
https://futuretodayinstitute.com/
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/07/futurism-sexism-men/400097/
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SUBSCRIBE TO WIRED AND STAY SMART WITH MORE OF YOUR FAVORITE IDEAS WRITERS. 

But imagining fictional worlds does not a strategy make. “People will go through a worldbuilding exercise 

and feel very aspirational, then nothing happens,” says Webb. “You wind up with an organization that gets 

demoralized.” Alternatively, Webb has seen cases in which an energetic CEO becomes convinced that the 

outcomes of this so-called visioning session might be just over the horizon, and begins chasing ideas that 

make no sense for the company. 

Some sci-fi writers turned consultants are aware of their limitations. “I’m not a futurist, I’m a writer,” 

Maughan tells me. But he has a background in journalism and spent years reporting on technology and the 

economy in the US, UK, and China, which makes him unique among his fellow sci-fi writers. (Some futurists 

really do straddle both worlds: Madeline Ashby, for example, is a science fiction author who also holds a 

master’s in strategic foresight and innovation.) In other cases, the writers asked to participate in corporate 

worldbuilding exercises or government planning projects have very little actual expertise in the issues at hand. 

Are those who write epic space operas (no matter how good those space operas might be) really the right 

people to ask about the future of work or water policy or human rights? 

https://subscribe.wired.com/subscribe/splits/wired/WIR_Edit_Hardcoded?source=HCL_WIR_ARTICLE_SUBSCRIBE_INSET_0
https://www.wired.com/category/ideas/
https://madelineashby.com/
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When it comes to injecting fiction into foresight, critics worry that writers are so good at spinning stories that 

they might even convince you those stories are true. In actuality, history shows us that predictions are nearly 

impossible to make and that humans are catastrophically bad at guessing what the future will hold. The 

novelist Cory Doctorow recently called the idea that science fiction could be predictive a toxic myth. “Science 

fiction writers are not fortune tellers," he wrote. 

And yet the idea that science fiction writers have presaged so much of today’s world persists. HG Wells, 

author of The War of the Worlds, is said to be the first person to call for a “professor of foresight” back in 

1932. Even Star Trek seems to have predicted various technologies, including cell phones, GPS, Bluetooth 

headsets, and teleconferencing. But it's important to distinguish between prediction and impact. Did Star 

Trek anticipate the cell phone, or were the inventors of the cell phone inspired by Star Trek? Listicles of “all 

the things sci-fi has predicted” are largely exercises in cherry picking—they never include the things that sci-

fi got wrong. Think about all the science fiction that predicted food pills, the end of all diseases, space 

colonies, and memory implants (or erasures). “Part of the problem is not conflating the ideas we once had 

with the trajectory of technological evolution,” Webb says. Today’s science fiction will likely inspire the next 

generation in the same way. 

In this line of work, specifics matter. It’s one thing to write a book about a refugee crisis, but quite another to 

predict exactly how the Syrian refugee crisis unfolded. 

If we think that science fiction really is a reliable tool for inferring what might come tomorrow, then it has a 

natural place in future planning. But if it is not, then it runs the risk of convincing us that certain futures are 

inevitable. Can sci-fi writers be trusted to frolic through boardrooms, forecasting the future without 

supervision? 

It’s tempting to turn to storytelling in times of crisis—and it’s hard to argue that we’re not in a time of crisis 

now. Within dystopian pieces of fiction there are heroes and survivors, characters we can identify with who 

come out the other side and make it out OK. Companies and governments and individuals all want to believe 

that they will be among those lucky few, the heroes of the story. And science fiction writers can deliver that, 

for a fee. 

 

https://www.wired.com/story/sci-fi-writers-prepare-us-for-an-uncertain-future/  

https://locusmag.com/2019/07/cory-doctorow-fake-news-is-an-oracle/
https://www.wired.com/tag/star-trek/
https://qz.com/766831/star-trek-real-life-technology/
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How to Get Back Up and Keep Running: Amanda Palmer on Making Art When Life Unmakes You 

“Life is what happens when you are busy making other plans. And for an artist, art is what happens when you 

let your bizarre, unbidden, unpredictable life steer you into creating things that you weren’t expecting to 

make.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“What is art, / But life upon the larger scale, the higher / … Art’s life, — and where we live, we suffer and 

toil,” Elizabeth Barrett Browning wrote in her epoch-making 1856 epic novel in blank verse, Aurora Leigh — 

arguably the first far-reaching literary manifesto for women’s right to autonomy in art and life, and for the 

indivisibility of the two in any artist’s body of work. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/03/06/elizabeth-barrett-browning-prometheus-bound-elfriede-abbe/
https://shop.amandapalmer.net/products/there-will-be-no-intermission-the-artbook
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More than a century and a half later, Amanda Palmer — an artist of uncommon courage in making the arena 

of toil and suffering a wellspring of art, a kind of punk philosopher and poet for our own era (and my dear 

friend) — articulates that indivisibility with her signature fusion of vulnerability and steampunk-spiked grit in 

the introduction to There Will Be No Intermission — the gorgeous self-published, audience-funded, vinyl-

sized artbook companion to her record of the same title, featuring surreal, fairy-tale photographs by Kahn & 

Selesnick, song lyrics, and Palmer’s autobiographical essays exploring the rawest life-material of art: love, 

loss, abortion, mothering as a working artist, the moral and spiritual collapse of one’s homeland, what it 

means to really show up for a friend in need, how to find a sliver of sanity in the insanest, most insaning 

times. 

 

With a nod to John Lennon’s famous words, Palmer writes in the introduction: 

http://amandapalmer.net/
https://shop.amandapalmer.net/products/there-will-be-no-intermission-the-artbook
https://nointermission.amandapalmer.net/
http://kahnselesnick.biz/
http://kahnselesnick.biz/
https://shop.amandapalmer.net/products/there-will-be-no-intermission-the-artbook
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Life is what happens when you are busy making other plans. And for an artist, art is what happens when you 

let your bizarre, unbidden, unpredictable life steer you into creating things that you weren’t expecting to 

make. 

Art is what happens if you’re able to hold fast — with one angry, trembling hand — to your art-mirror, the 

one that reflects you, your trials, your thoughts, your audience, your insights, your attempts to try to figure out 

and express What It All Might Fucking Mean. In that art-mirror, all of the blurry, stinkingly-similar self-

portraits you have ever drawn of yourself merge into one constantly-shifting image — you — and, as an 

artist, you gaze into it and alternate between being horrified and fascinated with this image as you stumble 

down the un-illuminated road of Planlessness. 

In a sentiment evocative of that arresting line from Polish poet and Nobel laureate Wisława Szymborska’s 

poem “Life While-You-Wait” — “…ill-prepared for the privilege of living…” — she adds: 

In your other hand, you try to hang onto Real Life. You clutch a wailing baby and an overstuffed suitcase and 

a copy of The New York Times that you haven’t had time to read (because, dammit, you’re a Good Citizen 

and Must Be Informed) and a pot of burning rice and a cell phone that is buzzing with unbidden text 

messages: your friend is dying, your Facebook account has been hacked, your pregnancy must be terminated, 

your chickens have been slaughtered by coyotes in the night, your marriage is collapsing, your connecting 

flight has been cancelled, your ex just shot himself in the head, the right wing has read your stupid blog-poem 

about the Boston bomber and is emailing murder threats, the fetus you’re finally happy about hosting may or 

may not be deformed, and your mother is pissed you haven’t called in so long. 

 

What, then, does the life-assailed artist do to go on making art, to go on living? She does in the private realm 

the selfsame thing she must do in public in order to call herself an artist, which Toni Morrison articulated 

exquisitely in her timeless meditation on the artist’s task in trying times: “This is precisely the time when 

artists go to work. There is no time for despair, no place for self-pity, no need for silence, no room for fear.” 

Inverting the direction of responsibility to the inner world, where all capacity for outward action invariably 

begins, Palmer writes: 

You read the text messages in one hand while trying to hold your well-polished but increasingly heavy and 

irritating art-mirror in the other, with a growing sense of resentful detachment — as if the text messages are 

somebody else’s newsfeed, as if the art-mirror is a heavy curse that you never asked to carry in the first place. 

And you keep running down the road. If you’re lucky, you don’t drop the mirror. Sometimes you look at the 

mirror and you’re like: Why the fuck am I carrying you when I have all this other shit to carry? And 

sometimes you drop the mirror in exhaustion and fall to your knees. And you drop the suitcase, and the child, 

and the phone, and the pot of burned rice, and you simply have a cry, knowing that you’re just too goddamn 

tired to do life, much less make any artful sense out of what’s happening. 

Then you get up and start running again. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/07/02/amanda-palmer-reads-wislawa-szymborska/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/15/toni-morrison-art-despair/
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Complement this portion of There Will Be No Intermission, which contains many more raw-hearted 

meditations on art and life, with Courtney Martin and Wendy MacNaughton’s magnificent illustrated 

manifesto for creative resilience in hard timesand E.E. Cummings on the courage to be yourself, then revisit 

Amanda Palmer’s haunting reading of Cummings’s “Humanity i love you” and “The Hubble Photographs” by 

Adrienne Rich — another artist of unassailable truth-telling bravery, another poet laureate of the tenacity of 

the human spirit. 

https://shop.amandapalmer.net/products/there-will-be-no-intermission-the-artbook
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/15/focus-wendy-macnaughton-courtney-martin-poster/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/15/focus-wendy-macnaughton-courtney-martin-poster/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/09/25/e-e-cummings-advice/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/06/28/amanda-palmer-reads-humanity-i-love-you-e-e-cummings/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/04/26/amanda-palmer-hubble-photographs-adrienne-rich/
https://shop.amandapalmer.net/products/there-will-be-no-intermission-the-artbook
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https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/06/25/amanda-palmer-there-will-be-no-intermission-

artbook/?mc_cid=ed3bf0e88d&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/06/25/amanda-palmer-there-will-be-no-intermission-artbook/?mc_cid=ed3bf0e88d&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/06/25/amanda-palmer-there-will-be-no-intermission-artbook/?mc_cid=ed3bf0e88d&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://shop.amandapalmer.net/products/there-will-be-no-intermission-the-artbook

